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From the Chairman

by Jeremy Dhondy

Seasons Greetings

click
link

BRIDGE IS NOT A SPORT

W

e received some bad news at the end of
October. The judges in the European
Court did not agree with the opinion of
the Advocate General delivered in June that would
have changed our VAT status. We always knew that
the Advocate General’s opinion was not binding but
nonetheless he had raised our hopes a bit so it was a
blow. The judgement left one bit of wriggle room in
that states may choose to exempt bridge from VAT
by recognising it as a ‘cultural service’. The board
will be considering how to deal with that aspect of
it in the near future but it won’t involve any further
court action.
Other European states which do recognise bridge
and exempt competitions from VAT will probably
be pleased that this exemption won’t threaten their
status. This is a good moment to express, once
again, thanks to our Honorary Counsel, David
Ewart, for all his help with the legal case. He is a
leading tax barrister, so we had the best advice and
we had it pro bono which was an act of considerable
generosity for which I am sure all members as well
as the board will be grateful. It was a pleasure to
award David with the Tony Priday Award given for
an outstanding contribution to bridge.

MAGAZINE CHANGE
Earlier in the year we conducted a survey of
members to see what they thought of the magazine,
which bits they read and what they would like to
see. We’ve taken on board some of the suggestions
and these were added to when EBED held a highly
successful Teacher’s Convention at the start of
September. It’s hard to cover adequately all the
topics members of very different standards might
be interested in and, of course, space is an issue.
County News will disappear as a column as
previously flagged. The reasons for this are space
freed up and the fact that most people who look at
it are only interested in their own county.
www.ebu.co.uk

These days all counties have a website and most
are pretty good at updating it regularly. The Editor
is, however, still interested in stories from counties
and will welcome them – but they will appear in
what is, hopefully, a more interesting format
If you are a learner and you get presented with a
copy of the magazine as part of your welcome pack,
while it will hopefully be interesting it won’t be
aimed at your level. In 2018 we intend to have more
educational articles (with appropriate colour
coding) but we are aware that many members will
not want the magazine to be full of beginner
articles. To this end we will look at developing
materials for new players and a number of
publications have been rewritten and updated. The
latest are the practise books which go with other
Bridge for All publications.

WORLD CLASS JUNIORS
As many of you will know all four of our junior
teams have qualified to go to the World
Championships in 2018 in China and we are busy
trying to raise some money to assist with this. We’ve
already had some generous donations and you will
see some further detail and ideas on page 37.
I recall, in my youth, playing in an event in my
local club in aid of the 1975 European
Championships held in Brighton. The prizes were
for winners, last and closest to average which was a
way of seeking to attract all players and from
memory was successful at getting a decent-sized
field with participants having some fun. If your club
is willing to run an event or would like to do
anything else to assist the juniors (including
participating in the Bridge England SIM) then you
would be very welcome.
Finally, I wish all members a Happy Christmas
and New Year and, of course, success if you play in
one of the Year End offerings.
December 2017 English Bridge
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Christmas Quiz 2017

T

his year’s quiz has been collated from myriad
sources who will be credited when the
answers are published in February – that way
their safety is assured in the face of dangerous
competition to win our most coveted prize.

The Worshipful Company of Makers of Playing
Cards has very generously donated a double pack of
the most recent Master's gilt-edged playing cards. This
set is for the 350th Commemoration of The Great Fire
of London and continues an annual Company
tradition of Master’s cards dating back to 1882.
These historic cards are presented in a beautiful
leather case and are limited to just 400. Unavailable to
purchase, but eminently collectable, the cards are
extremely rare. The card backs are unusual in showing
the left-hand and right-hand halves of the 1666
Shlohavot woodcut, the only surviving contemporary
record of the fire. The Kings, Queens and Knaves are
dramatis personae; Wren masterpieces; and scenes
connected with the Great Fire respectively. The Jokers
show Nell Gwyn and The Golden Boy of Pye Corner, a
statue erected where the fire was eventually stopped.

collated by Ed

A HANDY TURKEY SANDWICH
After a few drinks at the Christmas Party you find
yourself sitting South, looking at a 14-card hand:
´
™
t
®

S
N
1NT1
2®2
2™
2NT
4´
1
12-14, 2 Stayman

K943
Q 10 4 2
97
AKQ4

Q1 Before the play starts you realise you must quickly
hide a card in your turkey sandwich. Assuming that
you wish your bidding to match your hand, which card
do you choose to lose? (7 marks)

BRIDGE IN THE GROTTO
´
™
t
®

Q2
43
AK65
A K J 10
532

´
™
t
®

Q3
543
Q9
97632
10 9 6

N

Second prize

First prize

£50 EBU vouchers

W

The quiz is a mixture of bridge thinking power and
fun. No one ever gets all the answers right so why not
send in an entry? In the event of a tie the winners will
be decided by a draw. Make sure it reaches the Editor
by email or post not later than 30th December.
lou@ebu.co.uk or Raggett House, Bowdens,
Langport, Somerset, TA10 0DD.
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N

E

W

S

´
™
t
®

E
S

KQ5
872
7543
AKQ

´
™
t
®

AKQ6
AK
10 8 5 4
AQJ

You are playing in Santa’s Grotto where the rules
are a little different. In each deal above you are in
3NT as South. Playing standard leads and IMPS,
West starts with the ´J in both deals and East
prematurely follows with the ´2. You are allowed

to swop one card from South with one from
North before you start the play. How do you
maximise your chances? (7 marks each)

GROUND HOG DAY
After all the exertions of the previous weeks and
Christmas Eve itself, Santa and the elves traditionally
relax with a duplicate after dinner on Christmas Day.
The elves are a little skittish and always play tricks on
Santa. This year they have arranged that Santa keeps
on holding the same hand, and is always on lead, but
against different contracts. Here are three of the
problems Santa faced:
www.ebu.co.uk

Q4

S
W
N
E
1t
1´
2t
3t1
4®
Pass
4t
4´
5t
Dble All Pass
1
Good raise to at least 3´

Santa sits West
´
™
t
®

10 8 6 5 4
AQ3
6
KQ93

Q5

S
1™
4™

W
N
1´
2™
All Pass

ONE TOO HIGH – OR SPOT ON?
Sitting South, you are the declarer in 6´. Playing
standard leads (4th and 2nd), West leads the ®8.
´
™
t
®

E
Pass

KJ54
K862
AK3
AQ
N
W

Q6

S
W
N
1NT1 Pass 2®2
2´
Pass 3´3
4´
All Pass
1
12-14
2
Stayman
3
Invitational

E
S

E
Pass
Pass

´
™
t
®

AQ9762
A7
J 10 4
J3

Q8-11 Trumps break 3-0. To make the contract, what
cards win the first, fifth, eighth and tenth tricks? (4

For each hand choose Santa’s lead from:
(a) ´5; (b) ™A; (c) t6; (d) ®K (0-10 marks each)

marks each)

ALL HEART AT CHRISTMAS

´
™
t
®

Game All
´ –
™ J 10 7 6 5 4 3 2
t65432
®–
J 10 9
´ ?
N
AKQ8
™ ?
W
E
AKQ87
t ?
S
K
® ?
´ ?
™?
t?
®?

There was a moment of great excitement when the
Junior club team (U50) played the Senior club team
(O80). The bidding was a bit wild on this board and
the seniors ended up declaring 4™ as West in one room
and as North in the other room. The defence was
seamless at both tables.
Q7 How would you arrange the remaining cards so
that both North and West go one off in 4™ against
best defence? (20 marks)

MATCHING FACES
Q12-19 Our English Women’s team are world class.
But it’s time to get to know them a little more
personally. Match the eight titbits to the team
members (4 marks each):
www.ebu.co.uk

Top row from left:
1. Fiona Brown, 2. Catherine Draper 3. Nevena Senior,
4. Sally Brock
Bottom row from left:
5. Nicola Smith, 6. Sandra Penfold, 7. Derek Patterson (nonplaying captain, NPC), 8. David Burn (coach).

A. I have a cat called Christopher Marlowe.
B. My great great grandmother's brother was the great
grandfather of chess God, Mikhail Tal.
C.My mother wondered what the weird noises were
and found me (aged 3) pushing the cat down the
toilet, apparently teaching it to swim . . .
D.My full first name is Saralinda - shared with Princess
Saralinda in 13 Clocks by James Thurber.
E. My mother is from the Shetland Isles.

F.

H.

G.
December 2017 English Bridge
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ACOLytes - Know the Basics

by Sarah Bell

Responding to partner’s opening

click
link

W

hen a student at my school needs help
with a bid I always ask them the same
questions:

D What do you know about partner’s hand?

D Do you want to play in game: yes, no or maybe?
and
D What does partner most need to know about the
hand you hold?
I think that these are really good guiding principles
for all constructive auctions and they are the ideas
that we are going to start to apply from now.
Contracts of 3NT, 4™/´ and 5®/t attract a large
bonus if they are bid and made and are called ‘game
contracts’ or just ‘game’. Game is usually a good
contract if you hold a minimum of 25 points
between the two hands, although more experienced
players frequently bid game with fewer.
A reasonable rule of thumb is that if you are
certain that your side holds at least 24 points you
should play in game and if you can’t hold more than
24 you shouldn’t look at all. You may well be able to
make a game contract with fewer points if the hands
fit well together: if you have lots of trumps, for
example, or a running suit for no trumps. We will
ignore these types of hands for now.
If partner opens the bidding with one of a suit
they are known to hold roughly 11-22 points. The
oft-quoted rule is 12-19 points, but sometimes there
is too much to say to open with a stronger bid and
one of a suit is the best option. With 23 or more
points or a hand that definitely wanted to play in
game no matter what you held they would make a
strong 2® opening (more later). This means that if
you hold a complete bust you can pass partner’s
opening to make it clear that you are
Not Interested.
It also means, however, that you don’t need a
great hand to potentially have a shot at game:
partner could be really quite strong. Traditional
wisdom is that you should respond to partner’s
8
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opening bid if you hold a six count but in the
modern game most good players will bid if they
hold an ace or a decent five count. In this context
‘decent’ means points in long suits, points in top
honours rather than scattered jacks and preferably
not a shortage in partner’s suit.
Having decided whether or not to respond, the
next question is, of course, what to respond.
Assuming that you cannot support partner you will
usually be choosing from one of these options:

D Respond one of a suit

D Respond two of a suit (not a jump bid)
D Respond 1NT

If it is possible to bid your longest suit at the one
level you should do so. This shows at least four cards
in the suit that you bid. If you hold two four card
suits, bid ‘up the line’ - the cheapest first. Remember
after, say, a 1™ opening, 1´ is cheaper than two of a
suit. Assuming you always open your major with a
balanced hand you will not miss a major fit. If you
hold two five card suits bid the higher-ranking suit
first (High five).
If it is not possible to bid your longest suit at the
one level you will have a decision to make. In an
ideal world you would just bid it at the two level
instead, but this has a drawback: if partner is
balanced they are going to have to bid 2NT at their
next turn, showing 15-16. If you hold 6 points and
partner holds 15 this is not going to be a great
contract. The upshot is that if you want to bid a new
suit at the two level when partner opens you need to
be strong enough to play in game opposite a
balanced 15 count (trying to bid to exactly 2NT,
making, is trying to land on a pin head). This means
that responding in a new suit at the two level shows
about 9 points. If you are not strong enough to
respond at the two level but do want to respond you
can bid 1NT. This shows about 5-9 points and does
not promise a balanced hand. Have a look at the
hands opposite:
www.ebu.co.uk

Hand 3 – Bid 1NT. This shows about 6-9 points and
Hand 1
´ AJ862
™ 75
t9743
®53

What would you reply if
partner opened 1™?

Hand 2
´ 10 8 7 5 3
™J
tQ862
®J53

What would you reply if
partner opened 1™?

Hand 3
´ KJ5
™ 752
tAJ3
®8762

What would you reply if
partner opened 1t?

denies a four card major and it denies four
diamonds (you’d respond 1™,1´ or 2t if you
could).
Hand 4 – Bid 1NT. Bidding 2® would show at least

a nine count so you can’t do that but you are too
strong to pass. 1NT doesn’t promise a balanced
hand, it’s just 6-9 points with no suit to bid at the
one level.
Hand 5 – Bid 2t. You have 11 points, which is more

than enough to respond at the two level. Always
mention your longest suit first, even if you have
more high cards elsewhere.
Hand 6 – Bid 1´. Your diamonds are longer but you

don’t have the nine points required to bid a new
suit at the two level so it has to be either 1´ or
1NT. Tell partner about your four spades.
r

Bridge for All & ACOLytes
Hand 4
´ A5
™ K6
t983
®976532

What would you reply if
partner opened 1´?

Hand 5
´ 75
™ KQJ8
tA9863
®J2

What would you reply if
partner opened 1´?

Hand 6
´ J753
™ Q8
tK9863
®72

What would you reply if
partner opened 1™?

The content of ACOLytes may occasionally differ
from the Bridge for All teaching materials
produced by EBED, and the author may make
some changes according to personal teaching
style. Bridge for All teaching and practice books
can be purchased from
www.ebu.co.uk/shop/bridge-books

Hand 1 – I would respond 1´ for sure. You have all

of your points in your suit, you have five spades
where you might have four and you won’t be too
miserable if partner bids their hearts again as you
have a couple of them.
Hand 2 – Pass. You don’t have a particularly good

suit, you have few, scattered, values and your
heart holding is bad. Many teachers will give you
ways to modify your point count to reflect your
shape. I don't personally do this because I prefer
to think about ‘good’ or ‘working’ 5-counts rather
than adding a point or two but, if this approach
works for you, there is nothing wrong with it.
www.ebu.co.uk
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Basic Cardplay
The Gentle Art of Counting - 4

click
link

C

ounting is such an important part of the
game that I make no apology for repeatedly
banging the same drum. The last article
concerned counting the hand to determine the
layout of the opposing hands in order to make an
apparently 50-50 two-way finesse into a sure thing.

Here, in this article, I am going to expand on that
a little (and add in a twist or two). Let’s start with a
small slam. After opening 2NT as South partner
raises you confidently to 6NT. West puts the ♠K on
the table and you contemplate these North-South
hands. How might you plan the play?

Hand 1. South
plays in 6NT. West
leads the ♠K.

´
™
t
®

964
A5
K Q 10 5
A 10 7 3
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

A53
KQJ
AJ2
KQ92

Well, applying the mantra of Count and Plan
before you play a card you should note that you
have eleven tricks off the top – one spade, three
hearts, four diamonds and three clubs. Assuming
clubs break 3-2 your contract is as safe as the bank
of …, well, as safe as houses.
However, suits have been known to break 4-1.
What if an unfriendly opponent is harbouring
♣Jxxx? Well, if you knew which opponent was being
unsociable then it would be easy. If East were the
culprit then you should cash the ♣K, the ♣A and, on
seeing West show out, you have a marked finesse
through East’s remaining ♣Jx. If, on the other hand,
West were the cad, then you could cash the ♣K and
♣Q first and East’s discard would make it plain that
10 English Bridge December 2017

you should next finesse the ♣10. All well and good –
but how can you tell where the long clubs might lie
(or even if they do break 4-1)?
The answer comes from trying to count the hand.
The first step is to allow the ♠K to win the first trick.
It may be unusual to duck trick one in a slam
contract but there is no law against it, and here it
may help in discovering the layout of the suit. Note,
in passing, that you have no earthly chance of
making thirteen tricks, so losing the first one cannot
cost you anything.
West continues with a spade and – interesting! –
East discards a diamond on this. So spades are 6-1.
You cash four rounds of diamonds next, West
pitching two spades, East throwing a heart.
(Naturally, you discard your wretched low spade on
the fourth diamond). Next you cash three rounds of
hearts, both opponents following to all of them.
What next?
Well, let’s count West’s hand. He started with six
spades, at least three hearts and precisely two
diamonds. It is impossible that he started with four
clubs. It is still possible that clubs are 3-2, but if
anyone has four clubs it can only be East. So, you
have an easy discovery play. You cash the ♣K and the
♣A, ready to claim the contract whether West
follows (clubs are 3-2) or discards (then clubs are
4-1 but you have a marked finesse against the jack).
Here is the full deal:

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
K Q J 10 8 2
10 7 6 4
96
4

964
A5
K Q 10 5
A 10 7 3
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

7
9832
8743
J865

A53
KQJ
AJ2
KQ92

www.ebu.co.uk

If you have absorbed that one try seeing if you
can land a grand slam. You are South, declaring
7NT and West leads a passive ♥9. How might you
play?

Hand 2. South
plays in 7NT. West
leads the ♥9.

´
™
t
®

KJ
J 10 4
KQ73
KQ54

The conclusion? Clubs may be 3-2 but if they are
4-1 then it is only West who could have four of
them. Right, the correct play is now clear. You must
cash the ♣K, the ♣A and, should East show out, run
the ♣10 through West’s marked remaining ♣Jx.
Here is the full deal:
´
™
t
®

N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

AQ4
AK
A 10 6 4
A 10 9 3

You try a cunning ♥10 from the table but this
East has played the game before. The lead of the
nine disclaims any interest in the suit, so East sees
no reason to part with his queen. You take the ♥K
and have to try to make three spades, two hearts,
four diamonds and four clubs. What are your
thoughts?

´
™
t
®

9753
9875
5
J862

KJ
J 10 4
KQ73
KQ54
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

10 8 6 2
Q632
J982
7

AQ4
AK
A 10 6 4
A 10 9 3

Once again, nothing more difficult than counting
r
to thirteen.

Have you got it?
Check out Paul’s quiz online, page 66

Well, diamonds can only be played one way. If
they are 3-2 then, as the song says, Anything Goes,
but if they are 4-1 you can only make four tricks if
it is East who is sheltering ♦J9xx. If West has four
diamonds then you are doomed. In clubs, though,
you have a two-way position. You could capture
♣Jxxx in either hand, provided you know which
opponent has four clubs. How might you discover
that? By counting the hand, of course…

So, having taken the ♥A at trick one you cash the
♦K and ♦Q next. Should East show out your grand
slam is likely to fail but no, it is West who discards,
pitching a spade. So you take the marked finesse of
the ♦10 and cash the last diamond as West discards
another spade and a heart. Just for interest you cash
the ♥A (after all, the queen might fall – except that
it doesn’t) and then take three rounds of spades.
West pitches a heart on the last of these. Time to
count . . .
West is known to have started with precisely four
spades, which leaves East with four spades, at least
three hearts (he must have the queen from the
opening lead), four diamonds and therefore, no
more than two clubs.
www.ebu.co.uk
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I

n each of the following hands, you are sitting
South. You are playing in a teams match with
IMPs scoring. You should make a plan to give
yourself the best chance of making your contract,
even if that means giving up on the possibility of
making overtricks.
Hand 1
´ 94
™ KJ82
t KJ75
® A65

Hand 2
´ KQ8
™ A5
t A853
® 8652

N
W

W

´
™
t
®

QJ8
Q 10 9 7 6 4
AQ
J7

A3
K 10 4
K62
AK974

You are in 6®, and
West leads the ´J.
How would you plan
to make your
contract?

Hand 3
K8
A Q 10 9 3
852
A94

´
™
t
®

Hand 4
J64
6
9753
Q J 10 9 4

N
W

N
E

W

S

´
™
t
®

E
S

You are in 4™, and
West leads the ®K.
How do you plan to
make the contract?
´
™
t
®

Hand 1
´ A975
™9
tA4
® A J 10 9 3 2

W

N

E
1t

S
Pass

N
2´1

E
Dble

S
Pass

N

E

S
1™

S
Pass
Pass

?

N
E

S

´
™
t
®

ON EACH of the following problems, you are
West. What should you bid with each hand on
the given auction at pairs, Love All?
Julian Pottage gives his answers on page 62.

W
1t

?
1

weak

Hand 3
´ AQ3
™QJ5
tA62
®AJ63

W

Hand 4
´ AKQ64
™AJ4
tA2
® J93

W

N

1´
?

Pass

E
1™
2t

W
Pass

N
Pass

E
Pass

S
1®

N
Pass

E
1´

S
Pass

?

E
S

´
™
t
®

9643
KJ4
AJ
K J 10 5

You are in 4™ after
North transfers to
hearts. West leads the
t4, and East plays
the tK. What now?

Hand 2
´ AJ95
™–
tKQJ942
®KJ3

AQ7
AQ73
K Q J 10
AK

You are in 3NT, and
West leads the ™J.
East plays the ™K.
How do you plan to
make your contract?

David Bakhshi gives the
answers on page 52
12 English Bridge December 2017

Hand 5
´ 53
™984
t A Q J 10 5
® 743

Hand 6
´K
™AQ4
tAJ865
®J863

?

W
1t
?

www.ebu.co.uk

Bridge Fiction

by David Bird

The Matron’s modern bid

click
link

S

ince the use of first names was forbidden at
Cholmeley School, any brothers were
distinguished by the use of ‘major’ and
‘minor’. The Matron took her seat at the table and
looked disapprovingly at Smithers minor, a new boy
who was one of the smallest of the September
intake. ‘Have you lost your comb?’ she enquired.
‘No, Matron,’ Smithers replied.
‘Then you should make more use of it,’ declared
the Matron. ‘How can you see properly with hair
falling over your eyes?’
‘I don’t know, Matron,’ Smithers replied, reaching
into his pocket.
The Matron gasped. ‘Not here, boy!’ she
exclaimed. ‘Not here. You can’t comb your hair in
public. What would your parents say?’
This was the first board of the evening:

´
™
t
®

Game All. Dealer West.
´ K7
™ J76
t J 10 7 4
® AQ53
AJ953
´ 82
N
A93
™ 10 8 4 2
W
E
A2
t 853
S
10 9 6
® J874
´ Q 10 6 4
™ KQ5
t KQ96
® K2

West
Smithers
minor
1´
Pass

North
Stefan
Götel
Pass
3NT

East
James
Hartley
Pass
All Pass

South
The
Matron
1NT

It was well known that the Matron needed a good
hand before venturing a 1NT overcall in the
protective seat. Stefan Götel raised to game on his
14 English Bridge December 2017

11-count and the ´5 was led. The Matron won
East’s 8 with the 10 and paused to make a plan.
Now, how many top tricks did she have? One
spade so far and three clubs. Goodness me, that was
only four! Perhaps she shouldn’t have bid 1NT on
such a minimum hand. Still, three more tricks from
the diamond suit would bring her to seven. Yes, and
then two heart tricks would make it nine. It was just
as well she had stopped to make a plan.
When the Matron led the tK from her hand,
Smithers minor won with the tA. He continued
with the ´A, picking up dummy’s bare king, and
then the jack of spades to clear the suit. The Matron
played the remaining diamond winners and then
led the ™K. Smithers won with the ™A and scored
two spade tricks, putting the game one down.
‘That’s the trouble with these modern bids,’
exclaimed the Matron. ‘In the old days, you needed
a more sensible 16-18 to overcall 1NT. My hand
would be an obvious pass and the boy would have
gone down in 1´. They were vulnerable, too.’
Stefan Götel nodded politely as he entered the
score on the sheet. Imagine needing 16-18 points
for a protective 1NT. Wie total lächerlich! There was
nothing at all wrong with being in 3NT. The Matron
should have stopped to make a plan before playing
to the first trick, instead of afterwards. The merits of
calling for dummy’s ´K might then have become
apparent. West’s opening bid marked him with the
three missing aces. When subsequently he won with
the tA, he would not be able to continue spades
without giving declarer an extra trick. On any other
return, the Matron would still have a spade guard
and could set up the heart suit for +600.
‘There, I’ve changed it on our convention card,’
declared the Matron. ‘16-18 points, much more
sensible.’
A few rounds later Smithers minor and Hartley
were apprehensive as they faced towering
opposition ‒ the school head-boy, Mark Jacobs, and
his equally well-built partner, Carl Tomkins. Both
were wearing the much-feared black jackets
awarded to all school prefects.
www.ebu.co.uk

‘Your hair’s a mess,’ Jacobs observed. ‘Don’t you
have combs where you come from?’
Smithers blinked. ‘The Matron told me not to
comb my hair,’ he replied.
‘Absolute nonsense,’ exclaimed Jacobs. ‘If you
look such a mess next time I see you, you can
explain it to the Headmaster.’
The players drew their cards for this deal:

´
™
t
®

E/W Game. Dealer South.
´ 8
™ K2
t QJ7532
® J754
4
´ A 10 9 7
N
Q J 10 7 4
™ 9653
W
E
A 10 6
t 84
S
Q 10 9 2
® K86
´ KQJ6532
™ A8
t K9
® A3

West
Mark
Jacobs

North
James
Hartley

East
Carl
Tomkins

Pass
All Pass

1NT

Pass

Carl Tomkins sighed. ‘We needed a club lead,’ he
said.
The head of school was unimpressed by this
observation, particularly in front of two
underdeveloped juniors. ‘You’d have led a club from
my hand?’ he retorted.
James Hartley filled in the score-sheet with his
Osmiroid pen, noting that only one other declarer
had made the spade game. Still, it would hardly be
appropriate to mention this. Not against Jacobs and
Tomkins. In four or five years time, he would
doubtless be wearing a black jacket of his own.
r
Everything would be different then.

South
Smithers
minor
1´
4´

The ™Q was led and Smithers won with the ace.
There were two potential losers in the minors. If
trumps were 4-1, he would surely go down if he
played on trumps immediately. The defenders
would be able to set up a club trick before the
diamonds were established. Even a heart
continuation would be effective, killing the side
entry to dummy. They could then hold up the tA
for one round.
The youngster decided to play on diamonds
before leading any trumps. When the tK appeared
on the table, Jacobs paused for a moment and then
played low. He took his ace on the next round and
continued with a heart to dummy’s king. ‘Queen of
diamonds, please,’ said Smithers.
The black-blazered East ruffed with the ´9 and
declarer discarded his club loser. He won the club
switch and led the ´K, driving out East’s ace. He was
soon able to draw the two outstanding trumps and
the game was his. He lost just two trumps and a
diamond.
www.ebu.co.uk
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Your Questions Answered

by Frances Hinden

Bidding a three-suiter

click
link

R

BAXTER sent in this hand and
explained that all sorts of contracts were
reached – mostly part-scores, some going
off and one making 4´+1. The ideal contract is 4™
but nobody tried it. He wondered how on earth
you might get there and asked for a master’s view!
ICHARD

´
™
t
®

E/W Game. Dealer East.
´ Q 10 5
™ J9753
t932
®Q2
K862
´ 74
N
10 8 2
™ K4
E
W
A Q 10 6
t KJ754
S
93
® 10 8 6 4
´ AJ93
™ AQ6
t8
®AKJ75

vulnerable is not so much to get to game as N/S but
to make life harder for vulnerable opponents who
may have game on their way; this is less likely when
East is a passed hand.
If North does respond, N/S should get to 4™ on
the following auction:
West

1

2

3

I can see two possible auctions. The first is short
and sweet: East passes, South opens 1® and
everyone passes.
South has the wrong hand for a strong opening –
three suiters need as much room as possible in the
auction to show their shape, and you need to be
extremely strong to open at the two-level with such
a hand. West is a little light for a take-out double
vulnerable against not without a singleton club.
East should pass out 1® with 2-2 in the majors as
the most likely outcome is that N/S are making a
major suit contract. North does not have traditional
responding values: I would always bid with 6+ HCP
or on virtually any hand with an ace, but this is a
weak balanced hand with no ace or king. I would
respond playing a short club when 1® could be a
silly contract. The best reason to respond non-
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4

North

East
South
Pass
1®
Pass
2´1
Pass
1™
Pass
3®2
Pass
3™3
Pass
4™4
All Pass
Game forcing, showing four (or more)
spades and longer clubs.
North can’t pass, as 2´ is game forcing.
North’s hand has also improved a little, as
his two queens are in partner’s two long
suits. He can’t bid 2NT with three low
diamonds and the heart suit is not worth
rebidding, so that leaves simple preference
to partner’s first suit as the only sensible
option.
Showing a strong hand with three hearts
and hence a singleton diamond.
North is no longer embarrassed about his
hand as all his points are working and they
have an eight card heart fit.

The play in 4™ is quite interesting if the defence
start with two rounds of diamonds, but as the cards
lie it is difficult not to make eleven tricks and twelve
without the diamond lead.
r

SEND IN YOUR PROBLEMS
Why not take advantage of Frances’s
expertise and send in your problem hands and
bids via the editor – lou@ebu.co.uk. If suitable,
Frances would be delighted to use them.

www.ebu.co.uk

by Andrew Robson

Double to say a bit more

click
link

W

hen you’ve preempted, never bid again.
It’s a maxim drilled in to us as soon as we
have a lesson on pre-empting. And it
makes perfect sense, for you have shown your hand
and can leave further bidding to partner. Your preempt has forced the opponents to guess; you hope
they’ve guessed wrong.

The sensible rule is that if your side have bid up
to one level below, a preemptor’s double says, ‘I
want to bid one more’, showing surprisingly good
offense and likely profound shortage in the
opposing suit. Note that a double by the preemptor’s partner is always for penalty.
You are South. Neither side is vulnerable.

However, consider this situation as South.
West

North

South
2´1
Dble2
3´3
4™
?
1
Weak 2, showing six decent spades & 5-10
points
2
Take-out
3
Pre-emptive raise, not invitational

There is a big difference between these two Weak
Twos:
´
™
t
®

Hand 1
AJ8532
Q7
Q32
85

West

North

East

4™

Pass

Pass

East

´
™
t
®

Hand 2
AQ9842
4
Q 10 9 2
42

Clearly you pass 4™ with Hand 1; but what about
Hand 2? You really fancy breaking discipline, ‘sixfour, bid some more’, with all your honours in the
long suits. However, what if partner has good
defence to 4™? Perhaps partner has found a tactical
raise to 3´ with just two spades, to push the
opponents about. Partner won’t thank you, if you
make an undisciplined 4´ bid and turn plus into
minus.
The solution is to double 4™ with Hand 2. You
cannot possibly have a penalty double (as a preemptor), so this double says, ‘I want to bid 4´ but
I’m not breaking discipline. Please bid 4´, unless
you fancy your defence to 4™.’
18 English Bridge December 2017

South
3´1
?

Here are three possible hands for you to hold and
my question is:

DOUBLE, BID OR PASS?
´
™
t
®

Hand 3
AQ97432
J2
9843
–

´
™
t
®

Hand 4
AQJ9832
–
32
J982

´
™
t
®

Hand 5
K Q J 10 6 2
–
10 9 8 4 3 2
3

With Hand 3, you should pass. You have a
normalish 3´ and partner has chosen to defend 4™.
Enough said.
Say, however, the bidding had gone 3´-(4™)-P(6™)-? Now a double from you would not be ‘please
bid one more,’ for your side have not bid to one level
below (ie 5´). So what would a double mean? The
answer is that it must be Lightner, asking for an
unusual lead, normally based on a void. So here you
would double 6™, in the hope of attracting a club
lead, which you could ruff.
With Hand 4, you should double, ‘please bid one
more, partner, unless you fancy defending.’ Perfect.
In effect, you are saying to partner that if he has very
little in the way of offense or defence, the save in 4´
will be cheaper than the value of the opposing
game. Admittedly, this is not guaranteed here, but
partner needs precious little for at least eight tricks
to be garnered in a spade contract (see deal).
www.ebu.co.uk

Hand 5 is highly unusual. Indeed, you should
probably have opened 4´ in spite of having just six
spades. Does it really feel right to defend 4™? No.
Does it feel right even to double, saying you want
partner to bid, but leaving partner the option to
defend? No. You know you want to bid. So bid! Yes,
this is undisciplined and perhaps you have made
your bed when you opened 3´ (not 4´). But having
said all of that, I would bid 4´. Note that this
seeming ‘schoolboy error’ almost certainly signifies
a big two-suiter, for how else can the apparently
contradictory bid be justified?
One layout proves little but look at this deal
featuring Hand 4.

´
™
t
®

Love All. Dealer South.
´ 10 5
™ J 10 4 2
tA7654
® Q 10
7
´ K64
AKQ987 WN E
™ 653
S
K J 10 8
t Q9
A6
® K7543
´ AQJ9832
™–
t32
®J982

West

North

East

All that remained was to force out ®A K and claim
his doubled game.
One down, even two down, in 4´ doubled would
have been a good advertisement for the preemptors ‘bid one more’ double. Making was a lovely
bonus.
Actually, 4´ can be beaten. West needs to lead ®A
at trick one and (East encouraging) continue with
®6. East wins ®K and leads a third club. West ruffs
with ´7 and, although dummy overruffs with ´10,
declarer can no longer pick up East’s ´K 6 4.

Tip: If a preemptor wants to ‘bid one
more’, he should double. r

ADIEU TO ANDREW
Sadly this article is the last in Andrew Robson’s
great series. After more than ten years he has
requested a break from writing for English
Bridge, but we hope he may return in the future.
We have so much to thank him for. A link to all
his articles can be found at:
www.ebu.co.uk/node/2713/#robson

South
3´
Dble1
Pass

Pass
Pass
4™
Pass
4´2
Pass
All Pass
Dble3
1
I want to bid one more but, not wanting to
break discipline, I am giving you the option
to pass if you fancy defence.
2
North’s hand looks more defensive than offensive but South has shown a hand that’s
much more offensive than defensive.
3
A tad disappointed that he did not buy it in
4™ but West can hardly bid solo to 5™.

West would have made ten tricks in hearts, losing
a spade, a diamond and (rather unluckily) a heart.
West would not have made 5™, so he ‘took the
money’ from 4´. Except that there was none.
West tried ™A but declarer ruffed, crossed to tA,
ran ´10, led to ´Q and cashed ´A, felling East’s ´K.
www.ebu.co.uk
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If you could add one thing . . .

by Neil Rosen

Fourth Suit Forcing Part 2

click
link

A

relatively new trend (which came from the
USA) is to simplify the use of Fourth Suit
Forcing such that the bid is forcing to game.

ADVANTAGES

D This is very efficient so you immediately know
the partnership will end up in game. As soon as
Fourth Suit Forcing has been used all bids are
natural, descriptive and of course still forcing if
game has not yet been reached.
D The responses are very simple – just bid
naturally! Obviously sometimes you don’t have a
lovely simple bid to make so you will have to
improvise, perhaps making a supporting bid
with only two cards or rebidding a 5-card suit
where appropriate.

D You obviously still use Fourth Suit Forcing
mainly for establishing stoppers for no trump
purposes – hence the responses don’t have to
radically change using these methods.

D No longer do you have to scratch your head
working out if partner’s sequence is forcing or
not. I remember playing at Brighton as a young
Rosen(!) many moons ago when I had the
following auction:
West
1™
2®
2NT
Pass

East
1´
2t
3™

My international opponent expressed incredulity
that we could stop here; ‘surely it is forcing to game’
he said. As it happens we had actually agreed this to
be non-forcing. We had 12 vs 12 and game could
not make! My point is that in the modern age with
the responder’s hand in question we would now
simply bid 3™ over 2® (invitational) so that the
sequence I just described above would indeed be
forcing to game – perhaps leaving room for cue
bidding or other slam tries.
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DISADVANTAGES

D Frequency. You are now no longer able to use
Fourth Suit Forcing on 10, 11 and 12 point
hands so easily (well – with 12 points we often do
actually!).

D As a result we often have quite a tough choice as
to what to bid with various invitational hands,
sometimes having to guess to bid no trumps
without a full stopper:
West
1®
1´

´
™
t
®

East
1™
?

K54
AJ764
J98
Q2

This is very difficult now. Without 3-card club
support (where we could give jump preference to
3®) probably the best of a bad job is 2NT, getting
across the strength and shape of the hand at least.

TYPES OF HAND TO EMPLOY
FOURTH SUIT FORCING
We can use pretty much the same ideas as in our
last article – but there is a change in values as it’s
forcing to game – a good 12+ as responder.

RAISING THE FOURTH SUIT
In our new style this is able to be played as natural
and shape-showing, so, if we have four cards in the
fourth suit we must be 0∙5∙4∙4 or 1∙4∙4∙4. Simple!
´
™
t
®

4
AJ76
KQ98
K762

West
1™
2®
?

East
1´
2t

Playing our new methods we have a nice easy 3t
bid. Playing traditional methods (a large proportion
of our club and tournament players to tell you the
truth) there was a problem since 3t would simply
www.ebu.co.uk

be a hand too good to limit, thus 2NT would have
been the only real choice.

JUMPING IN THE FOURTH SUIT
West
1®
1´
?

East
1™
3t

Suit Forcing – even relatively new tournament
players – give it a try! I really believe if you could add
one thing Fourth Suit Forcing fits the bill very nicely
indeed!

Check you’ve got it - Neil’s online quiz is
r
on page 67

There are several approaches to this, all of which
have some merit. I would suggest either:

D A control showing bid, agreeing the third suit –
in this instance spades; or

D A natural bid showing at least 5™ and 5t, and
forcing to game (some people play this as natural
and invitational values only – something I
would not really endorse.)

JUMPING TO 3NT AFTER FOURTH SUIT
FORCING
I would recommend that this bid carries a specific
meaning whether used by opener or responder. I
play a jump to 3NT shows 15-17 HCPs and a
balanced hand.
You can play it differently (many do) and use it as
showing a stopper, but minimum values (12-14)
since slam is less likely.
I really like the 15 – 17 variation from either hand
since partner can now often invite or even drive to
slam on power.

IF FOURTH SUIT FORCING GETS DOUBLED
This will happen quite often in practice. The most
common idea is to use pass as neutral, redouble as
first round control (the ace normally) and bids as
natural and descriptive as before.
Using pass as neutral helps quite a lot when you
don’t have a clear-cut bid to make.
There are other treatments you may choose to
play. In some of my partnerships I play that if the
Fourth Suit Forcing is doubled at the 3-level then
we use redouble to show half a stopper such as Qx
or Jxx. This can be vital to establish that the
partnership owns a stopper between them so 3NT
can still be reached safely.

SUMMARY
Using Fourth Suit Forcing as a game force makes
life very straightforward. Auctions flow well but the
downside is that you have to have enough points to
insist on game. All partnerships should use Fourth
www.ebu.co.uk
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Traps for the unwary

by
Byrne
Michael Byrne
by Michael

Taking the plunge - all the way to Grand Slam

click
link

I

n the last few months we have been looking at
cue-bidding and the problems it solves as well
as causes. In this article we are going to look at
something a bit more ambitious, not just slam
bidding but grand slam bidding.
First let’s talk a bit about when you want to bid
grand slams and when stopping in a safe six will be
enough.
If you are playing duplicate pairs, then it is very
rare that you will need to bid a grand slam in order
to get a good score. If you stop in a small slam (the
right small slam) and make an overtrick that is
normally worth a minimum of 70% even in a
national congress. Even if 13 tricks are stone cold,
the number of people that stop in game mean that
playing a lay-down grand slam in six is still ok.
I would want odds of 90%+ before I attempted a
grand slam at pairs (unless I was desperate for a
good score to finish on the podium, as it were).
If you are playing teams of four then the matter is
slightly more complicated, as there is now only one
other table to think about. If you are playing a
knock-out match and you are the under-dogs
(perhaps you are playing a higher ranked team in
the county knock-out, or you’ve done well to reach
round four of the NICKO and now face an allinternational outfit) then you should just go for it
and be as ambitious as possible. You are unlikely to
gain any swings through playing the cards so you
might as well hope the play is easy and that the cards
lie well and shoot a grand as often as possible. This
may result in two good things happening:

D You will bid and make a grand slam gaining imps
which will give you a pleasant memory of the
match even if you lose by 50
D Your opponents will afford you more respect
next time and remember you as that pair that
made 7´ needing the club finesse etc.

The corollary of that is if you are the stronger
team, or playing a similar strength team in a match,
22 English Bridge December 2017

then you need to be very sure that your grand slam
is going to make before you attempt it, something
like 75+%. Going off in a grand slam is always a
terrible board, and there is nothing worse than
discovering that your counterparts in the other
room stopped in game, and that had you bid even a
small slam it would have been 13 IMPs in rather
than 13 away. A grand slam that needs a 3-2 break
(68%) is just too risky, since you might gain simply
by stopping in six.
A famous English International once worked out
during the auction that the odds clearly justified
bidding a grand slam, and when he went one down
and came back to score up with his team-mates he
found that in the other room his opponents had
stopped in part-score. (No, this is not a made-up
story).
What sort of odds are we after? Let’s have a look
at a few different sets of hands:
´
™
t
®

AQJ743
J2
52
432

W

E

´
™
t
®

K2
A K 10 8 5 3
AJ
AJ7

This looks like a good 7´ grand slam. On a minor
suit lead you will win the ace and draw trumps, then
play on hearts and ruff the 3rd round. You expect to
make six spade tricks, five heart tricks and both
minor suit aces for thirteen.
However, close inspection reveals the flaw in the
logic. Firstly trumps might be 5-0, or the opponents
may take a ruff at trick one. (Both of those are very
unlikely but possible). More importantly if hearts
are 4-1 with one hand holding Q 9 x x then you can’t
make 13 tricks by ruffing the suit out even if you
had enough entries, which you don’t.
You should stop in 6´, which will make most of
the time, just needing spades to break 3-2 or 4-1
and either hearts 3-2, or 4-1 if the opponents lead a
major suit.
www.ebu.co.uk

A sensible sequence would be something like:

three top hearts, two top clubs, the tA and need
only one diamond ruff to bring the total to 13:

West
East
2NT2
2´1
3NT3
6´
1
Weak 2 enquiry
3
max good suit

´
™
t
®

However if we change the hands slightly:
´
™
t
®

AQJ943
62
52
Q32

W

E

´
™
t
®

K65
AKQ853
A3
AJ

Now 7´ is fantastic, since there isn’t a bad spade
break that can spell defeat. All you need is hearts 32 or 4-1 and no first round ruff – somewhere in the
90%+ zone.
A sensible bidding sequence might again start the
same way, with West opening a weak two, East
enquiring and finding a good suit opposite and then
taking charge and heading for 7´.
How do you go about envisaging a grand slam?
Most grand slams are not normally made on sheer
weight of high cards, in fact ones where you hold 20
facing 17 or the like are pretty rare. The majority of
legitimate grand slams (and by that I mean ones
that are decent contracts rather than having three
finesses right and a side suit splitting 2-2) are made
because the hands contain the following
ingredients:

D A good trump suit, typically a nine card fit with
ace, king and queen. An eight card fit is ok if you
have the jack as well, otherwise you are at the
mercy of a 3-2 trump break.
D A first round control in every suit – the
opponents have a nasty habit of always leading
the suit in which their partner has the ace, even
if the ace itself is not on lead.

AQ8653
K3
A43
J6

W

E

´
™
t
®

K942
AQ64
6
AK53

Next issue we are going to look at some specific
sequences and choices we would make in the
auction to get us to a grand slam.

The Dos and Don’ts of Grand Slam bidding
be very careful when bidding a grand slam at
Do
duplicate pairs. Playing in the correct strain
at the six level and making an overtrick is
normally a great score even if it shouldn’t be.

Do

make sure you have a reliable trump suit
(ideally a nine card fit) before you attempt
a grand slam, one that needs a 3-2 break is
not good enough odds.
Don’t be afraid to blast a grand slam if you are
the underdogs in a knock-out match, but
be very careful about bidding one if you
are playing a league or are the favourites.
Don’t assume that everyone else will be in a
small slam making, sometimes your teammates jam the auction and your
counterparts in the other room will stop
in a game or even a part-score when you
are choosing between six and seven. r

Please recycle
this magazine when
you have finished
with it

D A trick source - typically a long side suit that will
provide a lot of tricks by virtue of being ruffed
good (as in the example above). Occasionally
when you have a super fit (10 trumps or more)
then a singleton in each hand and a few top cards
will provide 13 tricks through ruffing.
In the next hand the ten card fit and wealth of
aces and kings acts as a noble substitute for having
a trick source. You make six trump tricks in hand,

www.ebu.co.uk
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by Alan Mould

O

pening leads are often subjective and
virtually any opening lead can be successful
some of the time. However, bridge is in
many ways a game of percentages and therefore
certain leads will gain more often than others. In
each issue you will be given three hands and the
bidding on each, and you are asked to choose your
opening leads from those proposed by our
Quizmaster. Answers will be in the next issue. In
each problem you are on lead as West.

THIS ISSUE’S QUIZ
IMP scoring on all hands (teams).
Hand 1
´ Q63
™ 10 8 7 6 2
t 932
® 62
South
1®
1NT1
1
15-17

makers of playing cards since 1824

( 020 8661 8866

West
Pass
Pass

North
1´
3NT

East
Pass
All Pass

Choose from: (a) ´3; (b) ™6; (c) a diamond; (d) ®6.

HHHHH
Hand 2
´ QJ72
™ K 10 8 5 2
t 10 5 4
® 4

An attractive twin-pack of Piatnik playing cards is
the prize on offer. For information on Piatnik
cards visit:

South
1®
1´
4´

www.gibsonsgames.co.uk/cards

ANSWERS TO OCTOBER QUIZ: Page 40
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North
1™
2´

East
Pass
Pass

Choose from: (a) ´2; (b) ™5; (c) t4; (d) ®4.

There are TWO categories in our competition: up
to and including Master, and those with higher
ranking. Please indicate the category for which you
are entering with your answers. In the event of a tie,
the winner from each category will be randomly
selected. The editor’s decision is final.
Entries to the Editor, Leads Quiz,
Raggett House, Bowdens, Langport, Somerset,
TA10 0DD
or e-mail lou@ebu.co.uk
by 28 December 2017.
Please make sure you include your full postal
address AND rank even if entering by e-mail!

West
Pass
Pass
All Pass

HHHHH

Hand 3
´ Q J 10
™ AK852
t K Q 10 4
® K
South
3®3
All Pass
1

West
1™
Pass4

North
2NT1
Pass

East
Dble2
Dble5

Minors, 2 Values, penalty seeking, 3Preference
for clubs, 4Forcing, 5Penalties

Choose from: (a) ´Q; (b) ™A/K; (c) tK; (d) ®K.
www.ebu.co.uk

Beat Today’s Experts Beat Today’s Experts
These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful lessons
to be learned from them. Bid them with
your partner and then see how your efforts
compare with the experts’ bidding.

These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful lessons
to be learned from them. Bid them with
your partner and then see how your efforts
compare with the experts’ bidding.

DECEMBER 2017
WEST HANDS

DECEMBER 2017
EAST HANDS

(IMP scoring on every deal)

(IMP scoring on every deal)

´ J
™ K2
t K73
(Gold)
® A Q J 10 6 4 2
* North bids 1´, South bids 3´

1. N/S Game
Dealer West

2. Love All
Dealer West
(Brown)
* North bids 3™

´
™
t
®

5
K7
10 8 7 5 3
AQJ43

´ 10 3
™ AQ94
t A Q J 10 6 5
(Robson)
® 9
* North bids 1´, South bids 3´
1. N/S Game
Dealer West

2. Love All
Dealer West
(Brock)
* North bids 3™

´
™
t
®

AJ973
AJ6
92
K97

´ AQ543
™ KJ32
t 6
(Draper)
® 10 4 2
* North bids 1t, South bids 1™

´ K962
™ A65
t A J 10 5
(Smith)
® Q6
* North bids 1t, South bids 1™

´ KJ7
™ K965
t 753
(Draper)
® A K 10
* North passes, South bids 2´

´ –
™ AJ832
t A J 10 9 4 2
(Smith)
® 72
* North passes, South bids 2´

3. Game All
Dealer South

4. Game All
Dealer North

5. Love All
Dealer East
(Brock)

´
™
t
®

6
A K 10 2
K Q 10 9
AQJ8

´ Q 10 6 2
™ K
t KQJ4
(Senior)
® 9732
Did you beat the experts? – Page 44
6. Love All
Dealer East

3. Game All
Dealer South

4. Game All
Dealer North

5. Love All
Dealer East
(Brown)

´
™
t
®

A K J 10 4 2
93
A8
932

´ A953
™ Q 10 8 5 3
t 10 2
(Penfold)
® KQ
Did you beat the experts? – Page 44
6. Love All
Dealer East

by Graham Osborne

Careful defence at trick one

click
link

´
™
t
®

N/S Game. Dealer North.
´ J 10 7 6 4 3
™ Q975
t8
®42
A98
´ Q2
N
K64
™ AJ82
W
E
A 10 7 6 5
t 3
S
97
® K J 10 6 5 3
´ K5
™ 10 3
tKQJ942
®AQ8

West
Carefree
Chris
2NT

North
Desperate
Dave
Pass
Pass

East
Solid
Stan
1®
3NT

South
Optimistic
Olly
2t
All Pass

O

ptimistic Olly’s intermediate jump overcall
propelled the opponents into a thin game
when Carefree Chris decided to try for a
contract his way rather than pass and try for a
penalty if his partner re-opened with a double.
The latter may have been a better choice with
crisp defensive cards and two off would have
secured a better result than making a game at the
prevailing vulnerability, but Chris’ choice was
influenced by his experience that he always seemed
to get a bad result if Olly declared the hand.
In the ensuing contract a spade lead by North
could have been right if Olly had three spades to a
top honour but Desperate Dave, expecting Olly to
have a strong suit for the vulnerable jump bid, led
his t8. The lead marked North with either a
singleton or doubleton (playing high-low) so Olly
knew that declarer had at least A10xx and two stops
in the suit. With three cards in the suit, and an
honour (including the 10), North would have led a
www.ebu.co.uk

lower card. Without an honour North would have
led a ‘Middle-Up-Down’, but as Olly held the nine
this was impossible.
Grateful for the diamond lead and with two
entries in clubs Olly still expected to be able to set
up and run her suit. Looking deeper into the
situation, if declarer had five diamonds Olly realised
the power of the 8 and 9 and played the four on the
first trick! If Chris only had four diamonds giving
him his second trick early almost certainly wouldn’t
cost but if he had five it was essential.
Whatever he tried, Carefree Chris’ fate was sealed.
At the table he won the lead with the ten and ran the
nine of clubs. Olly scooped up the trick with the
queen and could now clear the diamond suit, while
still having the club ace as an entry. Chris played a
second round of clubs hoping Dave had the ace but
at the table this led to a rapid two down.
Look at the effect of playing one of the diamond
honours on the opening lead. This promotes
declarer’s holding into a third stop and gives him
the tempo to knock out the two club stops and
make his contract.
We are all used to being implored to take our time
at trick one as declarer, but the same is true as a
defender. If declarer plays quickly from dummy take
your time to analyse the lead and envisage how you
want the defence to go.

CAN YOU READ THE LEAD?
Sitting South, with the cards above and the same
bidding sequence, and only able to see dummy
(East), how would you have read your partner’s
card assuming standard leads, and what might
declarer hold if North had led:
1. the t5;

2. the t6;

3. the t10.

Answers online, page 68
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by Chris Chambers

Responding to one of a minor

W

hen transitioning from Acol with a weak
no trump to Five-Card Majors, the
changes to the opening bids are intuitive
and slight. Only balanced hands are affected. In
summary: with 15+ HCP and a no-trump-type
hand (4∙3∙3∙3, 4∙4∙3∙2, 5∙3∙3∙2) open a five-card suit
or your longer minor. In the 12-14 range with a notrump-type hand, open 1NT.
It is responder who must make more serious (and
less obvious) adjustments. As 4-card majors aren’t
opened, it is responder’s duty to make sure 4-4
major fits are not missed when opener has a
balanced hand. Opener will then clarify hand-type
by rebidding no-trumps when balanced with 15+
HCP. This philosophy of ‘hand-type first’ is
important for responder to picture the partnership
assets and set a goal of part-score, game or slam.

Opposite opener’s 1® respond in a 4-card major
bypassing a 4-card diamond suit. ‘Up the line’ has
gone, it’s now ‘Up the majors’. After a 1t response,
holding a balanced hand, opener can happily rebid
1NT even with one or two 4-card majors.
Responder should often even suppress the desire
to bid a five card diamond suit – with four hearts or
spades, bid the major unless you have enough to bid
twice. ‘Enough’ means after a 1NT rebid (15-16),
sufficient for opener to jump to 3NT – that means
at least 9 HCP. If opener cannot depend on that
much opposite, he would have to rebid 2NT on all
hands and responder would not know what to do. If
in doubt, opt for the major – auctions will be easier
and disclose less.

SUPPORTING OPENER’S MINOR
After 1® or 1t it is right to suppress support for
opener’s minor in order to introduce a 4-card
major. Without a major, supporting partner is a
better option than introducing the other minor.
Opener has only promised three cards; at the twolevel you should ideally have five cards to support
(and minimum values) but paradoxically, at the
three-level four is OK. If the opener only has a
28 English Bridge December 2017
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three-card holding he will have a strong no-trump.
If you raise 1-minor to 3-minor showing 10-12
HCP (and no major) opener will bid 3NT with 15+.
Without either a major or sufficient support
responder is left with no-trumps or the other
minor. That’s a slightly odd world and will have to
wait until the next issue.
Try responding with these hands:

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

Hand 1
Partner
opens 1®
K542
85
A962
975
Hand 4
Partner
opens 1t
KJ4
8742
K 10 3
Q 10 9

Hand 2
Partner
opens 1®

´
™
t
®

K542
85
A9652
97

´
™
t
®

Hand 5
Partner
opens 1t
92
A87
QJ54
KJ32

Hand 3
Partner
opens 1®

´
™
t
®

K542
10 5 2
AQ652
9

´
™
t
®

Hand 6
Partner
opens 1t
8
A874
Q9643
Q65

1. 1´. ‘Up the majors’. Though ‘up the line’ is de
rigueur in the 4-card-major world it’s only really
applicable if opener opens the major with a 4card major and a 4-card minor (‘majors first’).
Those who choose the minor (‘4-card minors’)
should make the same adjustment.

2. 1´. Nothing has really changed here. The benefit
of demoting a 1t response is that opener can bid
no-trumps on balanced hands – clarifying
strength immediately and not impersonating a
two-suiter. If you bid the diamonds and partner
responds 1NT you are not strong enough to show
the spades and may miss the major fit.

3. 1t. You are just strong enough to make another
bid after partner’s 1NT rebid. 1´ is hardly a
blunder but 1t covers more bases; if opener
rebids 2® you can be sure she has six and you’ve
tried for a diamond fit. Over opener’s 1NT rebid
www.ebu.co.uk

check for a spade fit with 2´ – you’ve implied
invitational values to bid diamonds first.

4. 1NT. Is there a hand that should suppress a 4card major? I hesitate to include this but with
poor hearts, flat shape, tenaces and minor
honours, perhaps this is it. But wait for a
candidate as obvious as this.

5. 3t. Yes, opener might only have three diamonds
– but with 15+ HCP there’s no worry. Make the
same bid you would have made before you
adopted 3-card minors. Without the heart ace (so
only 7 HCP) 2t is OK. You’d like five to support
but opener has 4+ diamonds over 97% of the
time. And nothing else appeals.

6. 1™. Even with good support for opener’s
diamonds bid the major. The problem is that the
indicated level for support is 2t when partner
will pass with 15-16 balanced. It’s not so much
that 2t will be a bad contract but that it may not
score well (at matchpoints) compared to hearts
and if there is a good game to be reached, it is
much more likely to be in hearts if opener is
balanced. If after 1™ opener rebids 1NT you can
convert to diamonds – that fit has not been lost
just because you don’t support immediately. An
assured sign-off in diamonds would be useful
because opener might decide to show three card
heart support, but in this case, should that
happen, your diamond support is good enough
to insist on that suit.

Education & Youth Officer
English Bridge Education and Development
(EBED) requires an Education and Youth Officer
to manage and develop the successful delivery of
the English Bridge Teacher Association (EBTA)
services and youth activities. We are looking for
a confident candidate with experience of
teaching bridge and working with young people.
In order to view the full job description and
receive an application form, please email your
CV together with a covering letter stating why
you feel you are suitable for the role to
donna@ebedcio.org.uk. The closing date for
completed applications is 15th December 2017.
Applicants selected should be available to attend
an interview on 8th January 2018 in Aylesbury,
Bucks. Salary £25,000 pa.

PLAYING ACROSS THE POND

CHRIS’ SUMMARY

D 'Up the majors' – if you've got 4+ cards in a
major, bid it.

D On minimum hands bypass a four or five card
diamond suit to respond in a 4-card major.

D With no major, support partner's minor to the
two-level with five (perhaps diamonds with
four). Supporting to the three-level only needs
four because partner has enough high cards to
bid 3NT on a short suit.
r

20

PEGGY GRIFFIN
1925 – 2017
Received the Dimmie
Fleming Award in 2016.
Full obituary online,
page 68

www.ebu.co.uk

Hats off to mother and son, Jay and Paul Norris.
For the last seven years the two (aged 97 and 74)
have gone to the USA, touring by car and playing
in small town bridge clubs. They have clocked up
more than ten thousand miles and played in over
20 states, 70 clubs and ten ACBL competitions.
The two live in Stratford upon Avon and are
members of Chipping Campden BC.
This year’s trip to Colorado, Wyoming, Idaho
and Montana also incorporated a strong interest
in the demise of General Custer and the two
returned to the UK on the QM2 (to avoid jetlag)
with bridge every day at 2.30! Next year it’s back
to Kentucky for bridge and horse racing at
Keeneland . . .
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Heather’s Hints

by Heather Dhondy

Discovery play

click
link

P

laying teams, South opens 1NT (12-14) and
West overcalls 2™. What call do you make
with the North cards?
N/S Game. Dealer South.
´
™
t
®

J76
A 10
AKQ2
10 9 7 5
E
S

´
™
t
®

West leads the ™K, which you duck, and win the
heart continuation, East petering. You begin by
cashing the diamonds which divide three-three. On
the fourth diamond East discards the ´5, and West
a heart. You are short of one trick for your contract,
how do you plan to develop a ninth?
This is where you have got to:

N
W

Here North jumps to 3NT and, happy to hear of
the heart stopper, South will pass and this becomes
the final contract.

´ J76
™
t
® 10 9 7 5

AK94
765
J87
AJ2

N
W

West

North

East

2™

3NT

All Pass

South
1NT

You have enough values for game and the auction
should end in 3NT. Playing Lebensohl, you can also
show your stopper and deny four spades with a
jump to 3NT.
If you had had no guard in hearts you would have
begun with 2NT which demands a 3® response
from partner. Now if you were to bid 3t, for
example, this would be merely competing in
diamonds, whereas an immediate three diamond
response would be game-forcing.
In this way you can differentiate between
competitive hands and game-forcing hands. You
can also use Lebensohl to show or deny a stopper in
the opponent’s suit by bidding 3NT directly, or via
the 2NT relay without a stopper.
Finally, a cue-bid of the opponent’s suit would
show four of the other major, again showing or
denying a stopper by making a direct cue-bid, or via
the 2NT relay.
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E
S

´ AK94
™
t
® AJ2

It looks as though West began with six hearts and
three diamonds and therefore only four cards in the
remaining two suits. Clearly it is imperative to avoid
losing the lead to West, which makes taking a double
finesse in either suit rather dangerous even though
West does not hold many cards in the suits. Is there
a better chance? What do you make of East’s
discard?
East began with eight cards in the black suits, and
if he was 5-3, it would be normal to discard from the
five-card suit first. Therefore he probably began
with at least four spades, and West with at most two.
On that basis, you do best to start by cashing the ace
and king. If the queen falls doubleton you have nine
tricks, and if the ten falls in West’s hand, continue
with a third spade and you will have to hope that
West did not begin with queen to three.
www.ebu.co.uk

This was the full deal:

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
10 3
KQJ842
10 9 3
K8

J76
A 10
AKQ2
10 9 7 5
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

Q852
93
654
Q643

AK94
765
J87
AJ2

HEATHER’S HINTS

D If you are short of a trick in no trumps, it can
be a good idea to cash your long suit first.
Clearly you must consider if this is going to
harm your entries, but if not it may put the
opponents under pressure to find discards
before they know too much about the hand.
They will be inclined to throw first from their
long suits, especially if they are weak, since it
appears safest, and is least likely to give
anything away. You can use this knowledge to
your advantage to build up a picture of the
distribution.
D Consider using Lebensohl when the
opponents intervene over your 1NT. It is
useful in helping to differentiate between
game-forcing hands and those that merely
wish to compete the part-score. It will help
you to find a four-four major suit fit, and also
to examine stoppers for 3NT in the enemy
suit. r

WELCOME TO HADLEIGH
™ NEWLY AFFILIATED CLUB ™
Hadleigh Bridge Club, Suffolk
Mondays, 7pm, duplicate bridge.
Tuesdays, 2pm, Chicago bridge.
Hadleigh Football Club
http://www.bridgewebs.com/hadleigh/
Visitors are always welcome at the club. If you
require a partner on a Monday, email the club.
On a Tuesday the club operates a host system.
For more details please see the website.

www.ebu.co.uk

LAURIE CHAMPNISS
1939 – 2017
Laurie Champniss was the founder, and long
time owner, of South Bucks Bridge Centre, one of
England's most popular and successful bridge
clubs. Laurie established the club in a converted
barn in rural Buckinghamshire, and it was
officially opened in 1994. It quickly grew to be a
club which was regularly among the top ten EBU
affiliated clubs by number of player sessions in
the year.
In early 2015, in an act of great generosity,
Laurie donated the club to the recently formed
charity,
English
Bridge
Education
&
Development. He identified with EBED's mission
to increase the number of people playing bridge,
and was keen that the efforts to ensure the future
of the club be linked with charitable activities.
Laurie was born in Harrow in 1939, and
although his mother was a keen bridge player
Laurie did not learn until he was 30. He was
taught at Harrow Bridge Club by Amy Dale who,
after four lessons, threw Laurie and his friends in
at the deep end, sending them to a local duplicate.
In Laurie's words, ‘we didn’t know how bad we
were, we just got on and played. Later, we came
back for more lessons!’ His passion for running a
bridge club was cemented on a trip to Australia
when he saw ‘the huge opportunity for playing
bridge during the daytime’. He made social
daytime play a big part of his club at a time when
it was far less common than it is today.
Although Laurie loved bridge, by his own
estimations he was a better cricketer.
Predominantly a wrist-spinner, he played for
Buckinghamshire, and also the MCC on a tour to
East Africa in 1973 in which he was captained by
future England skipper Mike Brearley.
December 2017 English Bridge
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COMPETITION NEWS

CALENDAR
OF EVENTS

SUMMER FESTIVAL 2018
As reported in the October magazine, a Summer Festival
will replace the Summer Meeting in August 2018, with
weekend competitions held in London and also midweek
multi-venue competitions. More details are now available
at www.ebu.co.uk/competitions/summer-festival.
If your club might wish to hold a heat of one of the
midweek competitions, please email nick@ebu.co.uk for
more details.

VOLUNTEERS FOR JUNIOR CAMROSE
On 16th – 18th February we will be hosting the annual
Junior Camrose and Peggy Bayer competitions in
Coventry. We need volunteers for a variety of tasks, and any
offers of help would be greatly appreciated. Please email
dawn@ebu.co.uk.

ONLINE KNOCKOUT TEAMS 2018
Entries are now open for the Online Knockout Teams.
Exactly as it sounds, it is a knockout competition with
matches played exclusively online, with a plate competition
for those losing their first match.
Entries close on 8th January – please see
www.ebu.co.uk/competitions/online-knockout-teams for
more details.

CHANGE IN SENIORS CRITERIA
The World Bridge Federation, and consequently the
European Bridge League and Bridge Great Britain, are
raising the age requirement for Senior players to 65. This
will take place in stages over the next eight years. However,
as it was announced at short notice, the EBU will not make
any changes for congresses until 2019. Trial events will be
changed immediately to comply with EBL/BGB
requirements. Please see www.ebu.co.uk/node/2913 for
more details.

REALLY EASY OVERSEAS CONGRESS
It has been necessary to cancel the Really Easy event at
the Budapest Congress. Sorry for any disappointment this
causes, however we hope to include a Really Easy element
at the Andalucía Congress in October.
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n DECEMBER 2017
16-17 Junior Channel Trophy, Belgium
16-17 Teltscher Trophy Trials, West Midlands BC,
Solihull
27-30 London Year End Congress
28-30 Blackpool Year End Congress

n JANUARY 2018

5-7
5-7
8-11
12-15
20-21

Midland Counties Congress, Solihull
Camrose Trophy, Northern Ireland
British Winter Sims - Various clubs
European Open Trials, YCBC, London
National Point-a-Board Teams, YCBC,
London
26-28 Lady Milne Trials, YCBC, London

n FEBRUARY 2018

1-7
3-4
6-7
10-11
13-19
16-18
16-18
17-23
24-25
25

Bridge Overseas Budapest Congress
Senior European Trials, Solihull
Bridge England Sims - Various clubs
Tollemache Final, venue TBC
Commonwealth Nations Championships,
Gold Coast, Australia
Harrogate Spring Congress, Cairn Hotel,
Harrogate
Junior Camrose/Peggy Bayer, Holiday Inn,
Coventry
European Winter Games, Monte Carlo
Ranked Masters Pairs, Daventry
Masters Pairs, regional venues

n MARCH 2018

2-4
3
3
3-4
4
4
4

Camrose second weekend, Ireland
Leicester GP Swiss Pairs
Manchester GP Swiss Pairs
Wiltshire GP weekend, Bath
Bedford GP Swiss Teams
Kent GP Swiss Pairs
Merseyside & Cheshire GP Swiss Teams,
Chester
9-11 Cumbria Congress, Grange-over-Sands
9-11 Norfolk Congress, Norwich
10-11 Senior European Trials - play-offs, Solihull
10
Young Bridge Challenge, Loughborough
12-15 Club Stratified Sims - Various clubs
18
National Pairs Regional Finals, various
locations
18
Isle of Man GP Pairs
25
Portland Pairs, regional venues
30-1 Northern Easter Festival
30-2 Easter Festival, London

www.ebu.co.uk

EBU CONGRESSES AND COMPETITIONS
All events are Green Pointed unless stated
Enter via 01296 317203, comps@ebu.co.uk or at www.ebu.co.uk/members

London
Year-End Congress

Stratified Swiss Pairs
Stratified Swiss Teams
Mixed or Open Pairs

27 – 30 December
Royal National Hotel, London

Blackpool
Year-End Congress

Stratified Swiss Pairs
Stratified Swiss Teams
Mixed or Open Pairs – BP

28 – 30 December
Hilton Hotel, Blackpool

National
Point-a-Board Teams

Formerly part of the National
Player of
Teams Congress
the Year
Enhanced Green Points

20 – 21 January
Young Chelsea Bridge Club

Swiss Pairs, Swiss Teams
Open Pairs – BP
Men’s, Ladies’, Mixed Pairs – BP
Pivot Teams – BP

Overseas Congress
1 – 7 February
Hilton Hotel, Budapest

Harrogate Spring
Congress

Mixed & Open Pairs – BP
Improvers Pairs – BP

Swiss Pairs
Swiss Teams

16 –18 February
Cairn Hotel, Harrogate

Masters Pairs
25 February
For players below Regional Master
Regional Venues

Separate competitions for:

Ranked Masters Pairs
25 February
Mercure Hotel, Daventry

Premier Grand Masters
Grand Masters
Premier Life Masters
Life Masters
National Masters
Regional Masters

2018 SIMULTANEOUS PAIRS – Bonus Blue Points
8 – 11 Jan
6 – 7 Feb
12 – 15 Mar
9 – 12 Apr
www.ebu.co.uk

British Winter Sim Pairs
Bridge England Sims
Club Stratified Sims
British Spring Sim Pairs

30 Apr – 3 May
23 – 6 July
3 – 7 Sep
1 – 4 Oct

EBED Spring Sim Pairs
British Summer Sim Pairs
EBED Autumn Sim Pairs
British Autumn Sim Pairs

BP – Blue Pointed

Ask Robin

Compiled by Robin Barker

Bidding trouble at the table

click
link

P

hil Rattenbury asked, ‘I was called to a table
where
the
bidding
had
gone:
1t-Pass-1®–Director please!

‘The next player in rotation refused to accept
the 1® bid so I asked the offending player what
had happened. He replied that he had not seen his
partner’s opening bid. We have just started using
the 2017 Laws, so I told the offending player that
he had the option to replace the bid by one of 3®
(rather than 2®) because his intention had been
to show an opening hand with clubs (he had five),
and a jump would show the opening hand.
‘Did I make the correct ruling?
‘Having noticed the opening bid, he said,
showing me his hand and pointing at his
diamonds, I really want now to bid that instead
(not naming the denomination). I said, “No, you
can't do that without shutting your partner out of
the auction: you must bid 3® in order to allow
your partner to continue to bid (assuming that he
wishes to do so).” All this was done at the table.
Has
the
partner
gained
unauthorised
information?’

Congratulations on being the first real ruling on the
2017 laws that has reached me!
I think you made the right ruling about the
comparable call (Law 27B1 (b)). But you should
also refer to Law 27B1 (a): that would allow the
offender to bid 2® (although it is not a comparable
call it is the ‘lowest sufficient bid which specifies the
same denomination’) and offender’s partner would
not be silenced. You should also be clear that the
offender does have the option of making a different
bid (not 2®/3®) and silencing partner – in this
auction, the offender might want to just guess to bid
3NT.
Yes there is unauthorised information from I
really want to bid this instead. Ideally, if offender
wants to understand his options and discuss
particular calls with the TD, this should be done
34 English Bridge December 2017

away from the table. But the unauthorised
information does not suggest very much – we know
that offender might want to bid something else but
will have felt constrained to make a call that does
not silence partner.

S

everal enquiries have come in similar to the
following where a fellow director asked me
about a ruling on this incident:

A call was made by a player, who, when
attention was brought to what he had actually
called, decided to change the call. The sequence
went:
1NT (12 to 14 says partner) - Pass - 2t (Hearts,
says opener) – Pass - Pass!
‘You said my bid was a transfer,’ says responder.
‘Oh!’ says opener – ‘Director please!’
Is opener allowed to alter his call from Pass to
2™?
The thought crossed my mind that perhaps
opener had deliberately passed, perhaps having
five diamonds and two hearts in his hand. Would
that make a difference? I’m thinking in particular
about Law 25A2 and the fact that all our players
are becoming older all the time and becoming
more subject to ‘senior moments’.
Law 25A3 says that opener is allowed to use
partner’s remark to prompt opener to change his
call. But Law 25A1 requires that the original call was
unintended.
On the face of it, opener’s Pass was not
unintended and I would not allow the change.
To rule, we would have to hear what opener tells
the TD. It may be necessary to talk to opener away
from the table and ask what they were trying to do
when they took the Pass card from the bidding box.
Law 25A2 ‘A change of call may be allowed
because of a mechanical error or a slip of the
www.ebu.co.uk

tongue, but not because of a loss of concentration
regarding the intent of the action.’
It is unlikely that opener has made a mechanical
error in selecting Pass rather than a bid (2™). It is
likely that opener thought he wanted to play in 2™
but was confused and thought Pass was the way to
achieve this. So I think this was not a mechanical
error but was because of a loss of concentration.
I am afraid that ‘a senior moment’ is very likely ‘a
loss of concentration’ and so the call cannot be
changed.

P

eter Rice asked, ‘On the last hand of the
evening, as South (dealer) was considering
their hand, East put down the Stop card.
South called the director, he consulted others, but
we could not decide what to do.
Should the bid be completed? Should it stay as
an undisclosed opening bid to avoid further
unauthorised information (which is what we did)?
What should the lead penalties be (East later bid
spades but was a defender on opening lead)?’
The stop card is not a bid – it does not identify a
number and a denomination. So displaying a stop
card at another player’s turn to call is not a bid out
of rotation. There is no requirement for the
offender to make his intended call.
The ruling is that the stop card is withdrawn and
the auction starts with dealer. The stop card is
unauthorised to West – he is not allowed to use the
fact that partner wanted to bid at the two level or
above. There are no automatic lead penalties.
The stop card is authorised to North/South - they
are free to make inferences from East's use of the
r
stop card.

R

obin Barker is the EBU’s Deputy Chief
Tournament Director. He is editor of
the White Book and looks forward to
answering your questions. Please email
him – robin@ebu.co.uk.
The author, English Bridge and the EBU are
not responsible if the information provided is
incorrect or incomplete.

www.ebu.co.uk

I

ain Ure asks, ‘Whilst playing in a club, is it
permissible for a player to refer to his own
convention card for clarification of a bid his
partner has made? ‘
There is a simple answer to your question and a
complicated one; I suspect you want the simple one.
A player is not allowed to look at his own
convention card during the auction – not to
understand partner’s bidding or for any other
reason. This is Law 40B2 (b) in the 2007 laws, and
r
Law 40G3 in the new (2017) laws.

LORDS V COMMONS
The House of Commons defeated the House of
Lords in their annual match in early November.
The result brings the Commons a little closer to
parity. The Lords lead the series by 23-20.
The Tony Berry Trophy, for best played hand,
was won by Evan Harris and Lord Hamilton of the
Commons team.
The match was sponsored by Lord Kalms, and
organised by the two captains, Baroness Henig,
and Bob Blackman MP.

LICENSED BRIDGE
WHEN you see the ‘LB’ sign in an
advertisement in the magazine, it means that:

•

The organisers of the holiday have applied for,
and received, a licence from the EBU.
• They may choose to give Master Points in
accordance with EBU scales.
• These Master Points will be accepted and added
to player records.
• The bridge will be played in line with EBU
regulations and bye-laws, thus affording all
players the protection of playing within the
jurisdiction of the EBU.
All county events advertised have an EBU licence.
NOTE: Any events licensed by another National
Bridge Organisation will not be able to have Master
Points credited to members’ records save for Wales,
Scotland, Northern Ireland, Republic of Ireland, New
Zealand and Australia. The conversion of Green
Points to Gold Points will only happen at English
events, the BGB Gold Cup and Home Internationals.
December 2017 English Bridge
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Sleuth’s Quiz

by Ron Klinger

The only hope

click
link

´
™
t
®

5 What did West’s ®Q lead tell you?

Love All. Dealer East.
A Q 10 5 4 2
872
93
93
´
N
™
W
E
t
S
®

Answer: South has the ®K left.

6 What is South’s hand pattern?
Answer: It could be 1∙5∙5∙2 or 0∙5∙5∙3 or 0∙5∙6∙2.
KJ9
10 6 5 4 3
84
A87

There is no benefit in switching to a diamond. If
West has a diamond trick to come, you do not need
to switch to a diamond to create that trick

Love All. Dealer East
West

North

East
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

Pass
2t2
Pass
2´4
Pass
3´
Pass
4™
Pass
5t5
1
Artificial and strong
2
negative or waiting
3
5+ hearts
4
5+ spades
5
one key-card (´A) for hearts

If South has a spade void, there is nothing you
can do to change the likely outcome. You will
almost certainly come to a trump trick whatever
you do.

South
2®1
2™3
3t
4t
4NT
6™

West leads the ®Q: three – ace – two.
1 What do you play at trick 2?
Answer: The answer to that question might become
clear with the answers to other questions.

If South’s pattern is 1∙5∙5∙2, can you foresee
South’s probable play if you return a club?
7 Does that help you with your play at trick 2?
Here is the complete deal:

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
763
–
10 7 6 5
Q J 10 6 5 4
´
™
t
®

A Q 10 5 4 2
872
32
93
´ KJ9
N
™ 10 6 5 4 3
W
E
t 84
S
® A87
8
AKQJ9
AKQJ9
K2

Answer: The bidding puts it at five plus. As you
have five and dummy has three it must be exactly
five.

If East returns a club at trick 2 or switches to a
diamond, South wins and cashes a top heart. When
that reveals the 5-0 break, South plays the ´8 to the
´A and finesses the ™9. South draws trumps and
has twelve tricks when diamonds behave.

3 What hearts does South hold?

8 What can East do about that?

Answer: A K Q J 9

After trick 1, East knows that South has at most
one spade. East needs to disrupt declarer’s
communication with dummy by playing a spade,
preferably the ´9, at trick 2. That gives declarer a
second spade trick, but South has no useful discard
on that anyway.

2 How many hearts does South have?

4 How many diamonds does South hold?
Answer: South bid 3t (4-card suit) and repeated
the diamonds with 4t. Hence, South also started
with five diamonds.
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When declarer wins the spade switch in dummy,
declarer can in theory succeed by finessing the ™9
at once. That is highly unlikely. South might be
suspicious of the spade switch, but it would be
extremely brave to take that first-round heart
finesse. I would not expect one declarer in 200 to
do that. How silly would you look if West wins with
™10-x or ™10-x-x?
If declarer wins the spade switch and plays a
heart to the ace, the slam is one down. The spade
switch eliminated declarer’s entry to dummy to
take the heart finesse after the bad break has been
r
revealed.

JUNIOR SQUAD LEADERS
Two new Junior Squad Leaders have been
appointed. Giorgio Provenza will lead the U16
squad, assisted by Alan Shillitoe, and Harry
Anoyrkatis is the new leader of the U26 squad,
with Paul Barden acting as Team Manager. You
can read their biographies, and those of a number
of the young players, on the squad page. Michael
Byrne continues as leader of the U21 squad, and
Sally Brock, with Bryony Youngs, continues to
lead the U26 Women.

YOUTH SPONSORSHIP UPDATE
17th World Youth Bridge Team Championships
in Suzhou, China, 8th to 18th August 2018
THANK you to all those who have so far expressed
an interest in sponsoring the junior teams.
The answer to the question ‘shouldn’t funding
for international teams (including juniors) come
from the EBU’s budget’ is, of course, yes.
However, aside from needing to balance the
budget, this excellent and unexpected
performance provides an ideal opportunity to use
sponsorship opportunities to showcase their
accomplishment. It will raise awareness of bridge
in the wider community, provide positive news on
the back of recent disappointments, and bring the
junior teams to the centre of activity within our
clubs and counties. This alone may be enough to
inspire young people to take an interest in the
game, and see that there is a great opportunity to
be had from learning at a young age, and the
potential to represent their country!

ADVERTISEMENTS
ALTHOUGH staff of English Bridge and the staff of
Danby Advertising (Advertising Agent for English
Bridge) take reasonable precautions to protect the
interests of readers by ensuring as far as practicable
that advertisements in the pages of English Bridge are
bona fide, the magazine and its publisher, the
EBU, cannot accept any undertaking in respect of
claims made against advertisers, whether these
advertisements are printed as part of the magazine,
or are in the form of inserts. Legal remedies are
available if redress is sought, and readers who have
complaints should address them to the advertiser,
should consult a local Trading Standards Office
or a Citizens Advice Bureau or their own solicitors.
Members should ensure when booking holidays
that they take suitable precautions to protect
their booking: check the company is part of a
relevant organisation (e.g. ABTA); take out
suitable travel insurance; pay at least £100 by
credit card. Readers should note that prices
advertised may not be accurate due to currency
exchange rate fluctuations or tax changes.
www.ebu.co.uk

One fundraising idea is that clubs could, for an
agreed period, add a voluntary premium to the
Universal Membership fee. This provides local
communities with the opportunity to contribute
without the need for organising fundraisers.
Interestingly, if every affiliated club added £1 per
player to its table money for one week we would
raise around £39,000 – the job would be almost
done. Further information, along with ways to
contribute and what can be offered in
recognition, can be found on the website:
www.ebu.co.uk/sponsorWYB2018.
If you would like to discuss sponsorship/fund
raising further, please do not hesitate to contact
me, Darren@EBU.co.uk, or 01296 317200.
Darren Evetts, Board Member
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Bridge with a Twist
by Simon Cochemé
The return of Coffee-Housing

click
link

C

offee-housing is an old expression, coined to
describe the antics used by 18th century
card-sharps on their unsuspecting victims.
The phrase made the transition from whist to
bridge, and, although it is seldom heard nowadays
in bridge circles, it has been taken up by scrabble
and poker.
The Scrabble Association defines coffee-housing
as ‘distracting or misleading your opponent,
including small talk, and cracking your knuckles’.
Cracking knuckles, eh? Not something I have seen
(or heard) at the bridge table. I hope my drawing it
to your attention doesn’t trigger off a wave of
knuckle-cracking.
On the other hand, coffee-housing in poker
seems to be part of the game. Bluffing, with body
language and apparent indecision, blatant or subtle,
is part of a poker player’s repertoire. (Why do we say
‘poker face’ for not displaying any emotion; surely
‘bridge face’ would be more appropriate?)
Hoyle’s Rules of Games describes coffee-housing
as ‘sharp practice, considered unethical, but not
actually cheating’. I’m not too sure about that last
bit; I’ve heard stories of declarers, missing the queen
of trumps, claiming honours, to see who disputes it.
One coffee-housing technique is the Briar Patch
Coup. (You will recall the story of Brer Rabbit
begging Brer Fox to roast him, or to hang him, but
please, please, not to throw him into the briar
patch.) Feigning weakness in a suit you like, by
hesitation, facial expression or mannerism, to try
and get your opponents to play the suit, is not
something even bridge rabbits should do. Opening
your weaker four card minor, in an attempt to
dissuade your opponents from leading the suit, is
quite acceptable, and bridge foxes have been doing
it for years.

The Alcatraz Coup occurs when a dishonest
declarer has a suit like the one below. With no clues
as to the whereabouts of the ´Q, declarer plays the
jack from dummy and, when East plays low,
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´ K J 10
N
W

E
S

´ A53

discards a card from a different suit. As soon as
West follows, South picks up his revoke card and
plays a spade; the three if West had followed small,
but the ace if West had played the queen. West is
allowed to take his queen back, but declarer can
now take the marked finesse. Suffice to say that this
is cheating, and the laws of the game were changed
so that a declarer cannot gain from such a play.
I am only telling you about these underhand
tactics so that you are forewarned, you understand,
not so that you can try them out.
At the milder end of the spectrum, I like the
Charles Goren quote (on seeing dummy being laid
out after a stuttering auction): ‘That second
hesitation certainly was an overbid!’
I cannot speak for what happens at rubber bridge
or kitchen bridge, but I am pleased to say that
coffee-housing is very little in evidence in the
duplicate bridge clubs of England. But the coffee bit
has made a come-back in the form of charity events
that are known as …

. . . CAFÉ BRIDGE
The way it works is as follows: a number of cafés,
restaurants and bars in the same area agree to make
two to six tables available, so that bridge can be
played. At the start of the event, usually midmorning, pairs are given the list of where they will
be playing, their board colour, and a map. They
then go to their first venue, find the table with the
right coloured boards, and await their opponents.
When they have played their boards they move to
their new venue (hopefully the next one up the
road), spot their colour and play against a different
www.ebu.co.uk

pair. The scoring can be done, board by board, using
the BriAn app on a mobile phone. After three or
four rounds, the players have lunch at the eatery
where they have just played; the price of the lunch is
included in the entry fee. Typical menus include
Duck Paté, Club Sandwich and Black Wood Gateau.

The Café Bridge format was developed in the
Netherlands and made its first UK appearance in
Cardiff in 1997.
I played in the Richmond event last June. It was
the largest in England, so far, with 77 tables spread
across 14 venues. Some ate at Pizza Hut, some at
Carluccio’s – the luck of the draw. The organisation
was excellent, and £4,500 was raised for the React
charity. I was impressed by the scoring app, and the
whole session was great fun. You can find some of
the events planned for 2018 at the BriAn website.
And was there any coffee-housing? Only one
swiftly played X card – a Double Expresso, you
r
might say.

PLANNING CAFÉ BRIDGE?
We are intending to publish a list of café bridge
events taking place in England, in the February
issue. Send details to lou@ebu.co.uk by 5 January
to make it on the list. And then send photos of the
event for possible publication.

PATTERSON TEAM WIN GOLD CUP

Congratulations to the Patterson team – from
left Andrew Black, Gunnar Hallberg, Willie
Whittaker, Derek Patterson, Andrew McIntosh
and Phil King – who have won the 2016-17 BGB
Gold Cup – one of the most prestigious
tournaments in the UK. Sandra Claridge is
presenting the trophy. They had an interesting
series of matches, winning their quarter-final
against Hackett by 1 IMP, then their semi-final
against Allfrey by 1 IMP, and finally the final
against Brock by ... 127 IMPs!
The losing finalists were Sally Brock, Neil
Rosen, Barry Myers, Martin Jones, Norman
Selway and Kay Preddy.

GERALD FAULKNER SALVER

DOUBLE FIRST AT GUERNSEY
.

Reidar Laland &
Rune Hauge
enjoyed the top
spot in both the
Swiss events at
the Guernsey
Congress in midSeptember.
Playing with Dan McIntosh and Kristian Stangelan
they finished the Swiss Teams ahead of Bernard
Goldenfield, Rhona Goldenfield, Joy Blakey & Irving
Blakey.
Rune & Reidar lost only once in the twelve-round
Swiss Pairs to finish just ahead of Dan Crofts & Andrew
Thompson. Full Congress results can be found at
www.ebu.co.uk/results/633

www.ebu.co.uk

The final of the 2016-17 Gerard Faulkner Salver
took place on Sunday, and was won by the team of
Tony McNiff, Bill Townsend, Dave Robinson,
Richard Edwards (capt) & Robert Ross (pictured)
- Robin Jepson also played for the team in an
earlier round.
They beat Dee Lindon, Peter Lindon, Ed Scerri
and Steve Eginton by just 12 IMPs in the 48 board
final. The Lindon team led by 26 IMPs after 16
boards, but the Edwards team won each of the last
four sets to edge in front.
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by Alan Mould

Answers to October’s Problems

click
link

Hand 1
´ A Q 10 5 2
™ A982
t J5
® 32

Hand 2
´ J 10 9
™ KJ76
t K 10 7 2
® 43

IMP scoring
on all hands
(teams)

South
West
North East
2®2
Dble3
2™4
1NT1
Pass
Pass
3NT
All Pass
1
12-14, 2 Majors, 3Values, 4Preference for ™

Choose from: (a) ´5; (b) ™2; (c) tJ; (d) ®3.

(a) ´5: 10 marks. Yes, partner has longer (or better)
hearts than spades, but is that really going to beat
the contract? Partner won’t have five hearts and
may well be (say) 2-3 in the majors. Far and away
the best chance to beat the contract is to hope that
spades will set up with one lead and that partner
has a winner and can then lead to your spades (and
if she doesn’t then you cannot beat the contract).
(b) ™2: 7 marks. This is the suit we have ‘bid’ and
supported, and is a clear second choice. If I wasn’t
going to lead a spade this would be my choice, but
I believe a spade is better for the reasons above.
(c) tJ: 1 mark. Highly speculative and dangerous.
Imagine partner with say Qxxx . . . !
(d) ®3: 3 marks. Given that declarer is bound to be
playing on the minors to generate enough tricks
for the contract it is long odds it is right to lead a
minor. Still, it is better than a diamond.

South
1´
4´

West
Pass
All Pass

North
2´

East
Pass

Choose from: (a) ´J; (b) ™6; (c) t2; (d) ®4.

(a) ´J: 10 marks. Sometimes the obvious leads are
the best. It is practically impossible that this will
give away a trick (OK there are a few holdings) so
it is safe; it helps to cut down on dummy’s ruffing ability (which was the key on this hand) and
no other lead is particularly attractive.
(b) ™6: 1 mark. Declarer has a good hand, dummy a
poor hand, and you want to lead away from a KJ
round into declarer’s hand? Not me!
(c) t2: 2 marks. The same arguments as to a heart
lead apply here, though not to the same degree.

(d) ®4: 5 marks. If I was not going to lead a spade
this would be my choice. On a very good day I
might get a ruff (partner holding A-Q over
dummy’s king for example). But there are far more
bad days when it destroys partner’s holding, or
helps declarer. A lot of defence is about sitting back
passively, giving nothing away and waiting for
tricks to come to you. This is particularly so when
there is a strong hand facing a weak one, when
declarer may also have communication problems.

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE WINNERS:
Master: Paul Brenda
Alcester

Open: George Summers
Hemel Hempstead

Sponsored by
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and suggests declarer may have a lot of them . . . All
that has influenced my marking.

Hand 3
´ QJ872
™ AQ852
t A 10 5
® –
South

West

(a) ´7: 5 marks. I am unconvinced that this lead,
which might be considered ‘normal’ is correct, for
the reasons given above.

North
2t1
3®3

East
Pass
Pass

Pass
2NT2
3NT
All Pass
1
Multi - weak 2 in ™s or ´s or various strong
hands, 2 Enquiry, 3Maximum weak 2 in ™s

Choose from: (a) ´7; (b) ™A; (c) tA; (d) t5.

There is no doubt this is a tough lead problem! Sent
to me by Marc Smith it involves a Multi auction,
which is now so common that I thought it was
reasonable to include it. We have quite a lot of
information from the auction, more than is obvious
at first. Declarer did not bid 3NT immediately, and
so may have been interested in a spade contract.
This suggests a spade may not be as effective as we
hope. More importantly, where are all the clubs?
Partner neither overcalled clubs, nor doubled 3®,
which suggests that her holding is not that great,

(b) ™A: 10 marks. I actually think this is the right
lead. Yes, it sets up a trick in dummy and gives
away a tempo, but I think it is highly unlikely to
give away the contract. It allows us to hold the lead
and we may be able to judge what to do. It was
certainly a winner at the table.

(c) tA: 8 marks. A similar idea, and we should get
attitude from partner, and switch to spades if
appropriate. But I feel it is more likely to be fatal.

(d) t5: 6 marks. Diamonds had better be the right
suit to lead as it is unlikely you can recover if they
are not! This time the ™A or any diamond would
do since dummy was:
´A-x-x-x ™K-10-9-x-x-x tx ®J-x
and declarer:
´K-10, ™-, tJ-x-x, ®A-K-Q-10-9-x-x-x.

Marc tells me that a low spade was led against 3NT
for -460 and 11 IMPs in since the tA was led
r
against 6® Dbled for -1090 . . .

51st Summer Meeting at Eastbourne
Many apologies that the following results were missing in the last issue
Friday Speedball
1
2

11 August 2017
Robert Lewis & Ricky Turrell
Gitte Hecht-Johansen &
Terry Hewett

Sat Swiss Pairs
1
2
3

12 August 2017
Barry Read & Anthony
Collins
Henry Rose & Megan
Jones
Michael Alishaw &
Stephen Kennedy

Saturday Speedball
1

12 August 2017
J Paul, C Cooper, M
Byrne, A Murphy

Sun Swiss Pairs
1

13 August 2017
Stephen Kennedy &
Michael Alishaw

www.ebu.co.uk

2
3

James Lawrence & Gary
Kendall
Debbie Richards & Simon
Richards

Combined Swiss Pairs
12-13 August 2017
1 Stephen Kennedy &
Michael Alishaw
2= Debbie Richards & Simon
Richards
2= Jeff Clargo & Simon Carter

6

J Holland, B Green,
A Mould, B Myers
B final
1 R Cliffe, A Mayo, K Pryor,
M Pryor
2 N Selway, K Preddy, J Cox,
P Taylor
3 T Nonnenmacher, B Letts,
A Murphy, J Paul
Swiss Teams - Brighton Bowl
1 C Curtis, P Fegarty,
M Scoltock, R Fedrick
2 A Orlowski, L Porro,
G Chadha, D Sandford

E/W 1 Ann Pennycuick &

2

Susan Walsh
Dawn Mertens & Katina
Shingler

1
2

9 August 2017
Yu Oliver & Jessica Mauve
Ann Pennycuick & Susan
Walsh

Weds Pairs

Weds Teams

Four-Star Teams
11-13 August 2017
1 M Byrne, S Bell, K Dyke,
M Robertson, M Bell
2= G Hallberg, P King,
A Black, W Whittaker
2= S Natt, P Ivanov,
S Tommasini, K Delev
4 M Teltscher, T Townsend,
A Malinowski, D Bakhshi,
B Teltscher
5 F Hinden, G Osborne,
J Allerton, M Garvey

REALLY EASY CONGRESS
Tues Afternoon Pairs
1
2

8 August 2017
Anne East & Gill Leese
Colin Clark & Pam
Blackman

2

9 August 2017
R Johnston, B Miller,
H Da Vall, P Hill
A East, G Leese,
H Longbottom, M Miles

Swiss Pairs

Tues Evening Pairs
8 August 2017
N/S 1 Anne East & Gill Leese

2

1

Rob Elvery & Tas Smith

1
2
3

10 August 2017
Robin & Hilary Levett
Anne East & Gill Leese
Peter Webster & Suzanne
Litchfield
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by David Gold

Bid where you live

click
link

T

ake the following auction:

West
2®
2´
4®

Here is another example:
´
™
t
®

East
2t
3´

My guess is that most of you play the 4® as a cue
bid, A or K or singleton in clubs, with no mention of
what sort of length it shows. This makes it very hard
for the hand opposite to evaluate. KJxx is good
facing the ace and some length but terrible facing a
singleton. I recommend in this auction that a new
suit is natural, showing a second suit, like a trial bid
but for slam. Other hands start with 3NT which is
just waiting and looking for cue bids.
Here is an example:
´
™
t
®

A K Q 10 3
A2
A7
A Q 10 3

W

´
™
t
®

E

West
2®
2´
4®
6®

J92
Q73
642
KJ64

East
2t
3´
5®

4® is natural and the only bid that would excite
East. East owes a raise to 5® showing a fit for the
side suit and West can see slam facing Kxxx and
nothing else, so can raise to 6®. If 4® is a cue-bid
East will sign off in 4´ and it is extremely difficult
to find 6® now.
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AKQ543
A
AK32
K4

W

´
™
t
®

E

West
2®
2´
4t
7´

J865
873
Q95
A98

East
2t
3´
5®

In this example 4t is natural, looking for help.
5® is a cue bid, surely the ace here and shows some
help in diamonds. West is entitled to try 7´.
Let’s look at an example of bidding 3NT:
´
™
t
®

AKJ8765
AK
A3
A4
West
2®
2´
3NT
4NT
5t
7´

W

´
™
t
®

E

Q92
10 9 7
K 10 8 2
K93

East
2t
3´
4®
5®
6t

3NT asks for cue-bids
4® = cue-bid
4NT = RKCB
5® = 0 key cards
5t = do you have the trump queen?
6t = yes and the diamond king (in addition to the
club cue already shown)
7´ = well, that’s good news!

www.ebu.co.uk

There are many areas where the bid where you live
principle should apply. It is very important in
competitive auctions. Non-vulnerable against
vulnerable, you pick up:
´
™
t
®

3
AKJ87
A Q 10 3 2
92

You open 1™ and your left hand opponent bids
1´. Partner raises to 2™ and RHO bids 3´. Clearly
you are going to try 4™ but if it goes 4´ on your left
it will be hard for your side to know whether you
should be defending or bidding on.
Help partner by bidding where you live – 4t here
says you have a diamond side suit and partner can
judge what to do if they bid 4´. Here are a couple of
possible hands for partner:
´
™
t
®

72
Q 10 3
KJ964
10 7 3

Over 4´ partner has an
easy 5t bid. 4´ is cold,
possibly for an overtrick
and 5t is only one off if
they get the cash-out right.
5t may sometimes even
help your side bid over 5´.

If partner instead holds:
´
™
t
®

752
Q 10 3
964
K Q 10 3

Here partner can pass 4´
which will often be failing
since the club holding is so
defensive. Now you can
double 4´ with the top
cards expecting partner to
have some cards in the black
suits for not bidding on.

Say you open 1™, partner raises to 2™ and RHO
bids 2´. How do you play a jump to 4® or 4t?
Sure, it is a splinter if RHO passes but when they
enter the bidding, our targets have changed. It is
unlikely to have a splinter for slam in a minor here
and more likely the deal is about judging whether
to go on over 4´ when shapely. A jump to four of
a minor here is best played as 10+ cards in the two
suits and helping partner to judge.
www.ebu.co.uk

Over 2´ by RHO bid 4t on this:
´
™
t
®

2
A Q 10 7 6 5
AK653
3

then over 4´ partner has an easy 5™ bid with:
´
™
t
®

763
KJ92
Q 10 2
987

The rule is that after 1-major – 2-major, if the
opposition interfere (including a double), jumps
show 10+ cards in the two suits to help judge the 5r
level.

AUTUMN REALLY EASY WEEKEND
The Autumn
Really Easy
Weekend took
place outside
Warwick in late
October. Very
well done to
Winston
Patterson & Peter Mason who won the Swiss Pairs
- the main competition of the weekend. All the
results can be seen at www.ebu.co.uk/results.
The next Really Easy Weekend, aimed at less
experienced players, takes place in Wroxton, near
Banbury, in April 2018.

WESTON CONGRESS SELL-OUT
Somerset’s Congress in
Weston-super-Mare
enjoyed another sell-out
year with the light-filled
new venue hosting over 80
tables in both the Swiss
Pairs and the Swiss Teams.
The Swiss Pairs was won
by Simon Rye & John
Brandon-Joyce ahead of David Woulds and Janis
Maurins. In the Swiss Teams Liz Commins, David
Stevenson, Dee & Peter Lindon triumphed.
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ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS ON PAGE 26

by David Bird

Beat Today’s Experts

click
link

1. N/S Game. Dealer West

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

K9542
J8765
2
K3

J
K2
K73
A Q J 10 6 4 2
´
™
t
®

West
Gold
1®
4®
4´
6t

N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

10 3
AQ94
A Q J 10 6 5
9

AQ876
10 3
984
875

North
Lauria
1´
Pass
Pass
All Pass

East
Robson
2t
4™
5t

South
Versace
3´
Pass
Pass

5
K7
10 8 7 5 3
AQJ43

West
Brown
Pass
3NT

W

North
De Young
3™
All Pass

E

´
™
t
®
East
Brock
3´

West
Martens
1®
5®

North
Crouch
2®
All Pass

East
South
Zimmermann Sinclair
4´
2t

After the Michaels overcall, Sinclair’s 4´ left little room for
slam investigation and their team gained 11 IMPs,
eventually beating Zimmermann 102-42 to win the bronze
medals. Many congratulations!

Awards: 6t (10), 5t (6), 5® (5), 6® (4).

In the rest of this article we will celebrate the magnificent

2. Love All. Dealer West
´
™
t
®

Four players from England reached the semi-finals of the
Transnational World Championship (Peter Crouch, David
Gold, Andrew Robson and Anita Sinclair, with Zia
Mahmood and Marion Michielsen). On this deal Gold and
Robson had space for two cue-bids and reached the great
6t.

Venice Cup silver medals won by the England team. Here
AJ973
AJ6
92
K97
South
Ladyzhensk
Pass

they faced USA2. North opened 3™ and Sally Brock came
in boldly with 3´. When Fiona Brown tried her luck in
3NT, the defenders took four diamond tricks and that was
+400. At the other table Nevena Senior’s opening bid of 3™
was passed out. That was 50 away and 8 IMPs to England.

Awards: 3NT (10), 4® (6), 3™ by N (5), 5® (4), 3´ (3).

DEVA BC RAISES THE ROOF
Congratulations to Deva Bridge Club in
Christleton, Chester which hosted a Chicago
Bridge Drive for the Christleton Parish Hall
Refurbishment Fund, raising a whopping £1,000.
The first prize went to Adam Ward and Margaret
Turnbull.
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3. Game All. Dealer South

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
AQ543
KJ32
6
10 4 2

J8
10
Q98742
AK87
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

K962
A65
A J 10 5
Q6

10 7
Q9874
K3
J953

West
Draper

North
Andersson

East
Smith

Pass
1´
2´
4´

1t
Pass
Pass
All Pass

Pass
2t
3´

South
Bertheau
Pass
1™
Pass
Pass

England face Sweden in the Venice Cup semi-finals.
Catherine Draper passes and then enters with 1´. Nicola
Smith’s 2t shows a sound spade raise and Draper rebids
2´. Smith is worth another try and continues to 3´. Draper
could hardly be better on a passed hand and bids the spade
game, made with an overtrick after a top club lead and a
heart switch. +650.
West
C. Rimstedt

North
Brown

East
Grönkvist

Pass
Dble

2®
All Pass

Pass

South
Brock
Pass
2t

Brown opens 2®, showing either an Acol 2® or a weak-two
in diamonds. When Brock bids 2t, the Swedish West
doubles for take-out and East leaves this in for penalties.
West leads her singleton trump, the only card to allow a
make, drawing the 9 and ace. East returns the t5 and Brock
scores four trumps and four clubs for +180 and a swing of
13 IMPs.

Awards: 4´ (10), part-scores (6), 3NT (5).

4. Game All. Dealer North

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
KJ7
K965
753
A K 10

West
Draper
3NT
5®
5™

10 8 5 4
10 7 4
K8
6543
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

–
AJ832
A J 10 9 4 2
72

AQ9632
Q
Q6
QJ98

North
Andersson
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

East
Smith
1t
4™
5t
6™

South
Bertheau
2´
Pass
Pass
All Pass

This is another deal from the England-Sweden semi-final.
Draper’s 3NT was natural, showing 13-15 points. When
Smith reversed to 4™, this suggested 5/6 shape in the red
suits. It would be inappropriate to cue-bid 4´ on a second
round control and Draper showed her suitability for a slam
with a club cue-bid. Unaware which trump suit partner had
in mind, Smith signed off in 5t. When this was corrected
to 5™, she boldly advanced to 6™. On the face of it, this was
a borderline slam, since there was a certain diamond loser
and the trumps had to be brought in. Against that, South’s
2´ bid had improved the chance that North held three
trumps, allowing a finesse if the ™Q did not fall under the
king. Smith’s bravery was rewarded with a fine +1430.
West

North

East

South

C. Rimstedt

Brown
Pass
3´

Grönkvist
1t
4™

Brock
2´
All Pass

Dble

The raise to 3´ took away bidding space and Sweden
stayed in game. It was 13 IMPs to England, who were on
their way to an excellent win by 205-183.
Awards: 6™ (10), 5™/4™ (8), 3NT(6).
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Although Brown had only 12 HCP, the ´10 gave her a
fistful of potential tricks. Quite rightly, she leapt to 6NT. It
was a great contract and played by the right hand too. If
the spades were good for five tricks this would give declarer
eleven tricks with many possibilities for a twelfth. If North
led a minor suit, for example, she would give an extra trick
immediately. A diamond was led and the spades were soon
set up for +990.

5. Love All. Dealer East
´
™
t
®

6
A K 10 2
K Q 10 9
AQJ8

W

E

West
Brock

´
™
t
®

A K J 10 4 2
93
A8
932

East
Brown
1´
2´
3™
6NT

2®
2NT
4NT

West
Van Zwol

England face the Netherlands in the Venice
Cup round-robin. Playing two-over-one,
Brock’s 2® response was forcing to game
(either clubs or balanced). 2´ suggested a
semi-balanced type and 3™ then showed a
sixth spade. 4NT was a natural, non-forcing
slam try. Should East accept the try?

2®
2NT
4NT

Magdalena Ticha did not accept the 4NT slam try.
Twelve tricks were made and England gained 11 IMPs.

Awards: 6NT by W (10), 6NT by E (7), 6´ (6), games (5).

West
Wang

6. Love All. Dealer East
´
™
t
®

Q 10 6 2
K
KQJ4
9732
West
Senior
1´

W

E

´
™
t
®

1´
2NT
4´

A953
Q 10 8 5 3
10 2
KQ

East
Penfold
1™
2´

England met China in the Venice Cup final.
On this deal from the first segment, Nevena
Senior judged well to pass 2´, keeping out
of a no-play game.

East
Ticha
1´
2´
3´

East
Shen
1™
2´
3´

Wang bid too much on the hand and England gained 5
IMPs, winning the first segment 33-17. From then on, they
were outplayed by opponents playing truly great bridge.
China won the next four segments and the match was
conceded with the score at 206-107. England’s knockout
wins over Russia and Sweden had been magnificent.
Second in the world, with a set of silver medals, left the
home supporters feeling very proud. Well done, indeed!

Awards: 2´ (10), 3´ (7), 4´ (3).

The England stars score a perfect 60 out of 60, deservedly benefitting from my choice of deals. You had
no chance at all? Well, yes, sorry about that but perhaps we can find some useful bidding tips.

TIPS TO REMEMBER

• Raising partner’s overcall or jump overcall removes bidding space and restricts the opponents’
options.

• Most top players cue-bid on both 1st-round and 2nd-round controls. When you cannot cue-bid a
suit, partner will know that you have two top losers there.

• When no suit has been agreed and responder holds 19-20 points, a natural jump to 4NT can be the
only way to invite a slam. This is much better than the common approach of bidding 6NT and then
blaming partner for a minimum opening bid!
r
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News from EBED
GIVE THE GIFT OF BRIDGE
THIS CHRISTMAS
WE are delighted to have
finished the transformation of
all our Bridge For All teaching
materials. They are on sale now,
and could make a perfect
Christmas gift for anyone
wishing to learn to play bridge.
Alongside
our
newly
launched Fast Track Bridge (for
those wanting to learn more
quickly), our ‘traditional’ course books, Beginning
Bridge Book 1, and Continuing Bridge Book 2, have
had a makeover.
These are accompanied by the refreshed Practise
Beginning Bridge Book 1 and Practise Continuing
Bridge Book 2, to help consolidate knowledge gained
from our Bridge For All books.
Completing the set of materials is the System
Summary Card, which gives the Standard English
system taught in the Bridge For All books in an easy
to use reference format.
Should you wonder for whom these materials
may be suitable, watch our introductory video at
www.ebedcio.org.uk/BFA.
To make a purchase, or for more details, see the
Bridge Warehouse website:
www.ebu.co.uk/bridge-warehouse - or call Lisa on
01296 317217.

CLUB TEACHER TRAINING

information, go to:
www.ebedcio.org.uk/td-training
or contact:
richard@ebedcio.org.uk.

STUDENT SIM PAIRS
STARTS IN FEBRUARY
Our next Students and
Schools Sim Pairs starts on 19th
February. This is open to all
bridge
students
currently
having lessons or playing at
school. There is a bridge and a Minibridge event,
entry is free, and heats can be held at any time up to
31st March.
Interested teachers can check out
www.ebedcio.org.uk/student-sim.

EBTA CONVENTION A GREAT SUCCESS
We had a great time at the sold-out English
Bridge Teachers Association Convention. It was a
gathering of many enthusiastic bridge teachers to
talk about how we can all get more people learning,
socialising and playing bridge.

Young Bridge Challenge
10 March 2018
A FREE-ENTRY, one-day bridge event for
school-age players of all experience levels
played at Loughborough Grammar School

Would your bridge club benefit from new
members? Is your club interested in hosting a Club
Teacher Training course? If you have answered yes
to either of these questions please go to
www.ebedcio.org.uk/club-teacher-training
and
help bring new players to the game.

UPDATED DIRECTOR TRAINING COURSES
You spoke, we listened. You said you wanted the
Tournament Director course to be more suited to
the needs of your club. With this in mind, we have
brought the training materials up to date and taken
the opportunity to change the format to three days
for our new Club Director Training Programme. In
addition, we now offer a new one day taster session
on ‘How To Run A Club Duplicate’. For more
48 English Bridge December 2017

t Schools Cup for teams of four players all from
the same school. t Swiss Teams for teams of
four players from bridge clubs, schools or mixed
teams from more than one school. t Short pairs
duplicate for accompanying adults.

For further information call Lisa at EBED
( 01296 317217

www.ebu.co.uk

Overseas Bridge – Halkidiki

by Tricia Kitchin, 90% bridge muggle

‘W

here’s Halkidiki?’ Apart from ‘somewhere in Greece,’ I had no
idea. But my BPP (bridge-playing partner) decided he wanted to
drive . . . as usual. It turned out to be that part of the country that
looks like three fingers, with the hotel on the middle finger. ‘Under two
thousand miles,’ the Bridge Player guestimated. Not far, then. Only eight
countries to cross, carrying luggage, fishing equipment, other players’ excess
baggage and a dozen bottles of wine.
We arrived after four days and found that every mile had been worth it. The
Anthemus Beach Hotel was low rise and very attractive, situated on the shores
of a sandy bay. We were lucky to have a room overlooking the gardens and
beach, with a splendid view of the spectacular sunsets over the sea.
This was definitely a sea, sun and sand holiday. Oh yes, and I’m told the
bridge was good as well. It was so pleasant lying about on comfortable
loungers being brought drinks by attentive bar staff and having the occasional
dip in the warm sea. There was a spa, and a gym for the energetic, and excellent
food. The lovely animation team invited us to take part in darts, aqua aerobics
and Zumba in the sea. Most of us got as far as watching others participate, but
some of us were persuaded to take part in a game that involved hitting a tennis
ball with a croquet mallet through small archways in a wooden board, first
sideways, then between the legs, then lying down and using the mallet like a
snooker cue. Competing against all ages and two nationalities, I won! At last,
after sixty-nine years, I have found My Sport.
The self-styled Organisational Genius in our group decided that we were all
too inactive. Walks along the lane by the shoreline brought us to a little beach
resort one way or a taverna on a cliff top the other. There we learnt that
Mythos beer is brewed not in Greece from a recipe handed down by the gods,
but in Denmark, by Carlsberg. Life is full of disappointments. Walking was not
exercise enough, and it is not competitive, so our petanque tournament took
place over several days. We women let the men win. Other energetic types
hired bikes to tour the local area. The puncture record was four in one trip.

Thank you to everyone who sent in photos.

Back at the hotel, we found there was a disadvantage in having a large room.
It became Party Central after bridge each night. On one particularly cheery
evening, our injury toll was one crushed foot, one cracked rib and one broken
wrist. That’s what happens when people who hold bus passes try to dance like
they are twenty-one. Oh, but it was fun. Our thanks go to our good humoured
neighbours, who after being kept awake each night decided that if you can’t
beat ‘em, join ‘em and became honorary Essex folk.
As I wasn’t forced to labour over a hot bridge table, I was able to join the
walk on the last day. We went inland up rocky hillsides fragrant with wild
herbs to the pretty village of Parthenonas. We were privileged to join people
who had walked from all over the Sithonia peninsula to get together for a
festival. In the village square there was music, singing and dancing, there was
food cooked by the local ladies and plenty to drink. I sat surrounded by
chattering Greek families and witnessed the heart of local life. I was so lucky
to be there on such a special day.
Halkidiki results on
www.ebu.co.uk/results/643

www.ebu.co.uk

We felt sad to leave. With all the wine gone but more excess luggage on board, we
set off for home, this time via the ferry to Italy. One consolation – there’s the next
overseas holiday in Budapest to look forward to. Only 1200 miles.
r
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TUNBRIDGE WELLS WIN NICKO

Congratulations to the Tunbridge Wells A team
who have won the 2016-17 National Inter-Club
Knockout title. The team of Espen Erichsen,
Helen Erichsen, Norman Selway, Andrew Cairns
and Jeremy Willans won the final against
Cheltenham D.

WEST MIDLANDS TEAM WIN PLATE

AUTUMN CONGRESS

TWO STAR PAIRS
David Kendrick & Jeremy Dhondy won the Two
Star Pairs tournament - the primary event at the
Autumn Congress held in October. The pair
finished in equal place with Ian Pagan &
Catherine Seale, but Jeremy & David secured the
title as the higher scoring pair in the head-tohead match.
The Satellite Pairs - the 'B final' for the Two
Stars Pairs - was won by Graham Sadie & Richard
Granville with Tom Dessain & Tugrul Kaban in
second.

SWISS PAIRS

The NICKO Plate was won by West Midlands A.
The team of Pip Whitehouse, Gordon Clark, Peter
Oldbury & Roger Flood beat Young Chelsea G
(John Dean, Trevor Mathews, Laura Covill &
Nicholas Dean – David Muller and Bill Pencharz
played one match each earlier in the competition)
in the final.

GREAT NORTHERN SWISS PAIRS
Clive Owen & John Holland both won the Great
Northern Swiss Pairs for the third time – and for
the second time as a partnership.
The two lost just one match and finished ahead
of Robin Jepson & Alan Brosgill.

GREAT NORTHERN IMPROVERS
The Improvers competition was won by Joan
Eager & Brian Eager ahead of Lindsey Wharmby &
Caroline Moseley. The event was held in Leeds in
early October and was organised by the Yorkshire
CBA on behalf of the EBU.
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Alongside the Two Star Pairs were two one-day
events. A Swiss Pairs, for the Lewis Levy Cup, was
won by Robert Elliott & John Sutcliffe. In an
exciting finish, they beat Nathalie Shashou & Nick
Sandqvist in the final match, to jump above their
opponents by a single VP.

A, B AND C TEAMS EVENT
The teams competition featured a qualifying
round followed by three finals. The 'A' final, for
the Eastbourne Bowl, was won by the team of
Gunnar Hallberg, Andrew Black, Phil King &
Andrew McIntosh. Jeremy Dhondy & David
Kendrick completed a good weekend by teaming
up with Patrick Collins & Bill Hirst to win the 'B'
final, for the Burlington Cup. The 'C' final, for the
Sussex Cup, was won by Sandra Nicholson, Krys
Kazmierczak, Rita Todd & Liza Furnival.

REALLY EASY AFTERNOON
A Really Easy Afternoon, for less experienced
players, was won by Stephen Mattinson & Lynda
Mattinson, who played at the Reading heat. The
prize for the leading B stratification pair went to
Tim Macaire & Dee Jones who played at
Lymington.

www.ebu.co.uk

CAPTION

CROSSWORD NO 11

Compiled by MERMAN
2

1

3

4

Answers online, p68
5

7

6

9

8

COMPETITION

10
11

12

13
15

14
16

17

18

19
21

20
22
23

24

25

ACROSS
1 Record when one’s been in the minors (4)
4 Showing perspicacity, provide false name and take
copper in (6)
9 Take two portions of egg and bacon somewhere in
Surrey (5)
11 Stories told by worthless people to total strangers first (9)
12 Hill in Rarotonga some climbed (3)
13 Makes something easier, by the way, to start play with
ace against these opponents (5)
14 May be the opening bid of a partner pressing his suit…
(10, two words)
16 … press I’ve no right answering (10)
19 Desdemona, maybe, heard her Othello described thus (5)
20 Pass school occasionally (3)
21 In e.g. aural pain (9)
23 Relative has indeed got to grips with the unusual no
trump (5)
24 Cats are sly characters about getting opponents who
have doubled (6)
25 Their self-confidence goes for a Burton (4)
DOWN
1 In red, she is coming out before 12 (6)
2 For what the dealer does to the cards, South leaves
home in a hurry (9, two words)
3 Examined what happened to joint before it was rolled (5)
4 Make better a mere bagatelle — she’s overlooked getting
painting back (10)
5 Affected nameless annuals? In a way (10)
6 British and European instrument (3)
7 Consumed by opponents? Yes (5)
8 Head appearing to come out of loch? (4)
10 Bill’s process in stating what others might have been
thinking (9)
15 Holds up? But East lays down first (6)
17 Player’s happy to have lost heart — and so the rubber’s
made (5)
18 Opponents and guests (half of them), one immediately
upon the heels of the other (5)
19 An early stage in Alan’s development (4)
22. About to cross to king or queen, possibly (3)

One too many kings. Send me some funny
captions for the cartoon above – all are
considered and multiple entries are welcome.
Several caught my eye for the one below.
Congratulations to Audrey Yarwood who
penned my favourite shown under the cartoon.
Other close contenders were John Dowell’s
Sorry, we don't allow IMPs in here! Dave
Robinson’s Not all clubs give visitors the warm
welcome required under BB@B and Liz
Minnikin’s Okay, okay. I’ll peter.
Send your new entries to lou@ebu.co.uk by
31st December, or post to Editor, Raggett
House, Bowdens, Langport, TA10 0DD.
Prestat donates a box of its very superior
chocolates as a prize. The brightly coloured
boxes, and the scrumptious contents, are the
epitome of good taste – in all the best ways!

You’ll have to nip back! We’ve left the duplicate
sets in purgatory

Heffalump Traps

by David Bakhshi

Answers from
page 12
Hand 1

´
™
t
®

A532
53
643
K Q 10 9

´
™
t
®

94
KJ82
KJ75
A65
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

K 10 7 6
A
10 9 8 2
8432

QJ8
Q 10 9 7 6 4
AQ
J7

You have arrived in a game with minimal values.
You have only five top tricks (4t, and 1®), but you
will make five winners in hearts once you have
forced out the ™A. You win the ®A, and may be
tempted to draw trumps straight away. However,
East will win the ™A and return a club to West’s

´
™
t
®

J 10 7 2
Q8632
J974
–

´
™
t
®

KQ8
A5
A853
8652
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

When planning to draw trumps, it never hurts to
check how many tricks you might have to lose at
that point. If that number is more than you can
afford, then an alternative plan is called for. Here,
you can plan to use one of dummy’s diamond
winners to discard a losing card from your hand,
but you have to risk playing diamonds before
drawing trumps. So, after winning the ®A at trick
one, try leading the t5 to the tA, then play the tQ.
Lacking another quick entry to dummy, you must
overtake the tQ with the tK, then play the tJ.
Throw the ®J from your hand to create a void, and
it has now become much safer to lose the lead.
Having delayed drawing trumps until you got rid of
your losing club, you can now lead a heart. East will
win the ™A but you can trump a club return and
will only have to lose two spade tricks.
twelfth trick will be made by trumping a heart, so
prospects look pretty good.

´
™
t
®

9654
J97
Q 10
Q J 10 3

A3
K 10 4
K62
AK974

You are in 6®, and West leads the ´J.
You have done well to find a minor suit slam, and
a swing beckons if you can avoid two losers. You
count nine top tricks (3´, 2™, 2t and 2®). If
trumps break 2-2, you will have three extra tricks
through length, and could make an overtrick by
trumping a heart in dummy. If trumps are 3-1, you
will have two extra tricks through length and your
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link

®Q. If West switches to spades, the defenders can
win the ´A and ´K to defeat your game.

You are in 4™, and West leads the ®K.

Hand 2

click

Before you play to the first trick though, it is
worth considering whether you can make your
contract if trumps split 4-0. If West has four
trumps, you will have to lose two tricks, but if East
has four trumps then you still have a chance.
There is no rush to trump a heart, and you would
prefer to start trumps from dummy, so win the ´Q
at the first trick and lead ®2 from the dummy.
Cover whatever East plays then cross back to
dummy and lead another club towards your hand.
As long as the ®A and ®K beat East’s high clubs you
will avoid two losers.
If West wins the first trick, then clubs are not 4-0,
so you can draw the remaining trumps when you
regain the lead. When West discards, you can cash
the ®A and ®K, then trump your third heart in the
dummy. You will lose just one club trick and your
slam has been made.
www.ebu.co.uk

Hand 3

´
™
t
®

J75
872
Q 10 7 4
763

´
™
t
®

K8
A Q 10 9 3
852
A94
´
N
™
W
E
t
S
®
´ 9643
™ KJ4
t AJ
® K J 10 5

A Q 10 2
65
K963
Q82

You are in 4™ after North transfers to hearts.
West leads the t4, and East plays the tK.
As partner displays her cards, you are pleased to
see that you have avoided a spade lead, but you find
that there is still work to be done if you are to win
10 tricks. You count eight top tricks (5™, 1t and
2®) and have a possibility of making an extra trick
in spades, diamonds or clubs. How should you plan
to proceed?

Hand 4

´
™
t
®

K83
J 10 9 8 4
A64
62

´
™
t
®

J64
6
9753
Q J 10 9 4
´
N
™
W
E
t
S
®
´ AQ7
™ AQ73
t K Q J 10
® AK

10 9 5 2
K52
82
8753

You are in 3NT, and West leads the ™J and East
plays the ™K.
Having recovered from the excitement of picking
up your best hand in months, you notice that
despite the fact that dummy has a potentially useful
long suit, there may be grave difficulty actually
reaching the dummy to enjoy any club winners
owing to the annoying blockage in the suit. Can this
hurdle be overcome?
Counting your top tricks probably seems less
helpful, when you may never get to play three of
www.ebu.co.uk

There is a danger that you will lose one diamond,
two spades (if East has the ´A) and one club if you
are forced to guess which opponent holds the ®Q.
However, if you can keep West off lead then you
may prevent the defenders winning two spade
tricks. Trumping a diamond in your hand (the short
trump hand) will be a good way to make an extra
trick, so to avoid West winning with the tQ, you
can simply duck the first trick. Say East returns a
diamond, you win the tA, lead the ™4 to the ™9,
and trump a diamond with the ™J. You can now
cash the ™K.
At this point, you only need one extra trick from
clubs, but still want to keep West off lead, so try the
effect of leading the ®5 to the ®9. If the ®9 wins,
you draw the last trump and have 10 winners. If the
®9 loses to East’s ®Q, dummy’s ´K will still be
protected, so you can win any return in the dummy
and draw the last trump before cashing the ®A
followed by the ®K and ®J, throwing dummy’s ´8.

dummy’s club winners, but you start off with five
winners in your hand (1´, 2™ and 2®). If you can
get to the dummy, then you only need one extra
trick, otherwise you will need four more tricks.
These could be made in spades and diamonds but
there is a danger that the defenders will establish
three (or more) heart tricks in the process.

You can win the ™K, and cash the ®AK. If you
now lead a diamond, West will win the tA and
force out your ™Q retaining the ´K as an entry, and
if you lead the ´7 at trick two, West can win the ´K
and use the tA as a later entry. You would still have
no entry to the dummy as your spades would now
be blocked.

Can you see the solution? Try the effect of leading
the ´Q at trick two. If West wins the ´K, and leads
a heart, the ´J will provide an entry to dummy, and
you will win 2´, 2™ and 5®. If West ducks the ´K
at trick two, you can now switch to diamonds.
Whenever West wins the tA, you will still have the
™Q to regain the lead at which point you have nine
r
winners in your hand – 2´, 2™, 3t and 2®.
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Great Bridge Disasters

by David Burn

A minor catastrophe

click
link

Y

ou are in the semi-final of the Spingold, one
of the three major American championships
each year. Your match against the worldfamous Lavazza team is a close affair. Suddenly your
opponents have a disaster – they misunderstand a
double of a part-score and you make three doubled
overtricks. How many IMPs will your side lose on
the deal?

time and Agustin Madala, also from Argentina,
interpreted North’s delayed double as penalty so he
passed it. West, Jerry Stamatov (a Bulgarian who
plays a lot of bridge in London) put down the
dummy and watched as his partner made 12 tricks
for the unusual score of plus 1270. That was 1100
more than he would have scored had North held his
peace, so he tentatively marked this down as a
promising result.

E/W Game. Dealer West.
´ J 10 6 2
™ KQ8
t A K 10 9 5
® Q
–
´ AK73
N
A
™ 76432
W
E
76432
t –
S
10 8 7 6 5 3 2
® KJ94
´ Q9854
™ J 10 9 5
t QJ8
® A

When the board reached the other table, the
auction was (unsurprisingly) different:

´
™
t
®

West
Stamatov
2´1
Pass
1

North
Bianchedi
Pass
Double

East
South
Danailov Madala
3®
Pass
All Pass

Weak with both minors;

The Vugraph audience was a little surprised that
East, Diyan Danailov from Bulgaria, didn’t do
something more energetic than 3® over his
partner’s obstructive opening bid. Perhaps he
intended to take further action if the auction
developed, but it showed little sign of doing that
when West passed. North, Alejandro Bianchedi
from Argentina (the discerning reader will have
gathered by now that American championships are
not chock-full of Americans) had a re-opening
takeout double, so he made it. Danailov bided his
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West
Duboin
Pass
3®

North
Gold
1t
3´

East
Bilde
Double
?

South
Bell
1´

West, Giorgio Duboin from Italy, did not have a
conventional weak bid in his armoury and he was
not disposed to open with a natural pre-empt
despite the favourable vulnerability. England’s
David Gold was able to open a natural 1t. East was
Dennis Bilde from Denmark (there were some
Americans playing in the semi-finals of this event,
really there were) and he had a textbook take-out
double (well, some older textbooks might need him
to have more points but no one reads those any
more). South, our own Mike Bell, had to fall back
on a traditional method of showing spades; Duboin
bid a fairly gentle 3® (his partner’s double was in
the modern, major-oriented style and didn’t have to
have many clubs); Gold supported spades. The
auction continued:
West
Duboin
Pass
3®
6®
All Pass

North
Gold
1t
3´
Pass

East
Bilde
Double
5®
Pass

South
Bell
1´
5´
Double

www.ebu.co.uk

The team who suffered this disaster, captained by
Richie Schwartz (actually from the US) did not let it
affect them. The match continued to be close all the
way, but Lavazza eventually prevailed by 10 IMPs to
reach the final, where … but that is a disaster for
r
another day.

KIBITZING SPECIAL!
If you’re not
already playing
in an event you
can watch the
experts at work
at the 2018
Lederer Memorial
Trophy. Taking
place at the RAC in Pall Mall on the 24-25
February, this annual invitational teams event will
include most home-grown superstars as well as
acclaimed internationals from across the world.
The event provides a marvellous opportunity to
watch the experts in action, either at the table or
via the live VuGraph with expert commentary.
Spectators are very welcome and there is no
admission charge, but visitors are asked to observe
the RAC weekend dress code. Follow the action on
BBO if you can't attend in person. All enquiries
should be made to LMBAentries@gmail.com.

BEIJING’S HOSTS WOMEN’S EVENT
The England Women's team competed in the 2017
Beijing Hua Yuan Cup Elite Bridge Tournament.
The event is invitational and limited to just
eight teams from around the world. In the
opening pairs tournament, featuring 24 pairs,
Fiona Brown & Sally Brock finished second, Lizzie
Godfrey & Nevena Senior were fourth, and
Catherine Draper & Nicola Smith were twelfth.
In the teams competition which followed they
finished sixth of the eight teams. Scotland finished
seventh, with the USA winning by a large margin.
www.ebu.co.uk

FIRST FUNBRIDGE LADDER WINNER
The winner of the first official Funbridge Ladder
Competition was Richard Page. The competition
takes the four best scores achieved by each
participant in the EBU online games during the
month, and Richard achieved an average of
64.87% from his best results in October.
The winners receive a cash prize, and a copy of
the GOTO Bridge software, kindly donated by
Funbridge.
A ladder competition is held every month. The
Funbridge games take place each Saturday and
Sunday. You can play at any time during the day,
stopping and restarting as desired. Each game
costs just €2, and Master Points can be won.

Junior Bridge Camp
7 - 8 April 2018
Cheltenham Ladies’ College & BC
O
£6 ni ne
g
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By this time no one really knew who was bidding
to make and who wasn’t. Certainly Bell, who had
the ace of trumps, some other high cards and a
partner who had opened the bidding, was not
prepared to believe that his opponents could make
what they had just bid. He was wrong about that, as
it happened, and the Lavazza team recorded plus
1540. So, well done if you answered ‘seven’ to the
question at the beginning of the article.

All levels – beginners to junior experts.
Come and enjoy a packed weekend of bridge
entertainment, tuition, coaching & play for young
people from 8-21 years old.
™
Parents can come too!
™
£35 rate for non-residents
™
´ Fun competitions, tournaments & prizes ´
™
For more info and application forms
joanmbennett@hotmail.co.uk
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Funbridge Competitions

by Christophe Grosset

Changing tack to land a small slam

S

ince the start of September, the EBU has been
running
online
robot
games
at
www.funbridge.com every Saturday and
Sunday with a monthly ladder compiled from the
best four games each month. In the October ladder,
this board stood out as a particularly interesting
deal:
Dealer South
´ A2
™ AK75
t 653
® AQ54

of clubs and play a small heart; East follows low but,
unfortunately, West takes your jack with his queen
and returns the ®2.
The chances of success are now very slim, but
there is one last hope. The twelfth trick has to come
either from the fourth heart or from the tJ, but the
robot opponents know this and will pay careful
attention to the play. The only chance is then that
the same defender holds the tK and tQ as well as
four or more hearts. Having cashed your remaining
clubs, in this case, he will be squeezed on the run of
the spades. This will be the end position when you
play the last spade:

N
W

´
™
t
®

E
S

´
™
t
®

KQJ5
J4
AJ4
KJ96

Playing a 15-17 NT, South opened 1NT, over
which North bid Stayman, looking for a heart fit
and then followed this with 6NT with its powerful
17 count. Another option would have been to bid
5NT pick a slam, in the hope of finding a superior
6® contract. However, before making this kind of
bid, one must be certain that partner is on the same
wavelength (fortunately, on Funbridge, you know
how your partner will interpret your bids before
you make them). Since, when playing matchpoints,
even an overtrick in 6® will not beat a bid-andmade 6NT, 6NT seems like a reasonable choice.
The lead was the ®7, how would you play?

There are 11 top tricks with four spades, two
hearts, four clubs and one diamond. The options
for a twelfth are in hearts and diamonds. For the
heart play to be successful, East needs to have the
™Q (50%), whilst playing a diamond to the jack will
require the tK and tQ to be onside (25%).
Therefore, playing on hearts is twice as likely to
succeed. Accordingly, you take the lead with the ace
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´
™
t
®

–
986
KQ
–

–
AK7
65
–
N

W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

–
10
10 9 8 7
–

K
5
AJ4
–

When South plays the ´K, West has no good
discard – if he pitches a diamond, South will make
the tJ after first cashing the ace; if he discards a
heart, North will then make his three hearts.
You may think that a squeeze is too complicated
for you to spot during the play. One of the nice
features of Funbridge’s online tournaments is that,
after each one, you can see the other players’ results
and how they played, card by card, so you can learn
from the best. On this deal, robdixon87 was one
who bid and made 6NT in exactly this way for a
score of 84.78%.
Signing up at Funbridge is free and then these 20board EBU tournaments cost €2 each. We are
expecting to run extra games over the Christmas
period on Boxing Day and New Year’s Day.
r
www.ebu.co.uk

The Very Popular New Ladies
Smoke and Mirrors

O

ne of the things I love about bridge is that
you can show up for a local tournament
and find yourself playing against some of
the great names of the game. I don’t know of any
other sport where this is true. You couldn’t exactly
roll up to your local tennis club and have a quick
knock up with Andy Murray now could you? But
this opportunity to play cards against the stars is
one of myriad ways in which bridge is special.
And so it was with the
inaugural Young Chelsea
Ladies Teams organised by the
indefatigable Paula Leslie
(pictured here holding a welldeserved bottle of champagne).
Lots of big names turned out
to support the event. For a
start, two thirds of the English
Womens Team who recently
won silver in the World
Championships in Lyon were
playing – all on separate teams, I hasten to add. But
it wasn’t just the English internationals who turned
up. There were internationals from Scotland, Wales,
and Norway playing. Even the USA was represented
by the great Karen McCallum. It was a truly
international event.
All ages participated. There were two English
Girls Youth teams in the running and my own
personal favourite team: Mothers and Daughters
from Norway. The youngest player in the room was
only just into her teens and the oldest player was
aged … well obviously I can’t possibly reveal that.
This is another way in which bridge is special. It
spans the generations. Bridge is the ultimate leveller
and nobody cares how old you are at the table.
The atmosphere was brilliant. The Director was
hardly ever called for and in fact he had so little to
do that when I walked past him a couple of times,
I’m pretty sure he was playing Candy Crush on his
phone. I’m only joking – it was Minecraft.
But the brilliant atmosphere did not detract from
the competitive spirit of the event. At the end of two
www.ebu.co.uk

by Helen Erichsen

days and 100 boards the clear winners were the
somewhat ironically named Weak Link team of Sally
Brock, Karen McCallum, Lizzie Godfrey, and Gilly
Clench. But deserving of a special mention were
team Dhondy who came in second featuring
Nevena Senior, Bridgid Battiscombe, Heather
Dhondy and Ellen Lyons. Heather and Ellen
finished top of the Butler which is a remarkable feat
considering it was Ellen’s first bridge tournament!
The following board gives us an idea of how they
achieved this result.

´
™
t
®

Love All. Dealer East.
´ J975
™ K97
t95
® Q 10 7 2
Q6
´ A82
N
10 5 4
™ QJ63
W
E
S
AK874
t J62
A84
® K93
´ K 10 4 3
™ A82
t Q 10 3
®J65

Ellen Lyons was playing West in 3NT – a contract
in which most declarers went down. She got a spade
lead from North, won by the king in South’s hand
and a spade continuation to her queen. Ellen
realised that if the diamonds didn't come in for no
losers she would need a heart trick, so she played a
cheeky heart at trick three. This was ducked by both
defenders! Now she established her diamonds and
the opponents realised, too late, that they had been
conned. It just goes to show that fraud and trickery
are essential weapons in any self-respecting
declarer’s armoury.
So if you are a member of the fairer sex and you
didn’t play in the Young Chelsea Ladies Teams this
year then make sure you sign up for next year’s
event. No excuses! After all, that could be your name
r
at the top of the Butler.
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Allfrey wins Premier League

by David Bird

Top of the crop for a year

click
link

E

ight of England’s top teams contested the
2017 Premier League, contested over three
weekends. Let’s see what you make of three
big swing deals from the concluding stages. Here
Hinden faces Gillis.

´
™
t
®

E/W Game. Dealer North.
´ 9652
™2
t32
® J 10 8 7 5 2
A K 10 8 4
´7
N
AK7
™Q 9 6
W
E
J7
t A K Q 10 9 8 5 4
S
964
®3
´ QJ3
™ J 10 8 5 4 3
t6
®AKQ

West
Paske
3´
4™
6t

North
Allerton
3®
Pass
Pass
All Pass

East
Mould
3t
4t
5®

South
Jagger
3™
Pass
Pass

Jeffrey Allerton’s 3®, in first seat with six poor
clubs and a side 4-card major, tells you all you need
to know about the current expert attitude towards
three-bids. Excellent! Jagger’s 3™ (instead of raising
the clubs) allowed E/W to cue-bid effectively and
they can be proud of their auction to the top-spot of
6t. +1370.
West
Dyke
Dble
7t

North
Cope
3®
Pass
All Pass

East
Byrne
3t
5®

South
Crouch
4®
Pass

Peter Crouch duly led the ®A and that was one
down for a loss of 16 IMPs. Do you blame East or
58 English Bridge December 2017

West for getting too high? Kieran Dyke clearly
thought that 5® promised a void club. I rather
agree with him. Perhaps East should have bid only
5t at his second turn.
Here is another bidding deal, from the match
between De Botton and Allfrey:

´
™
t
®

N/S Game. Dealer West.
´ KJ9764
™ 10 2
tAKQJ
®5
52
´ 10
N
875
™ AQJ943
W
E
10 8 4 3
t97
S
10 9 4 3
®K762
´ AQ83
™ K6
t652
®AQJ8

West
Malinowski
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

North
Forrester
1´
4®
4NT
6´

East
de Botton
2™
Pass
Pass
All Pass

South
Osborne
2NT
4™
5´

Graham Osborne’s Jacoby 2NT showed at least a
game raise with 4+ spades. Tony Forrester’s 4® was
a splinter bid and Osborne’s ace-or-king cue bid of
4™ passed no fewer than three messages: I am
interested in a slam; I have 1st or 2nd round control
of hearts; I have no control in diamonds. Forrester
could then bid RKCB, followed by 6´, to cap a fine
auction. After the ™A lead Forrester recorded
+1430.
West
Allfrey
Pass
All Pass

North
Liggins
1´

East
Robson
4™

South
Erichsen
4´

www.ebu.co.uk

Not so easy for Espen Erichsen, was it? Whether
or not you think he might have bid more strongly,
don’t forget to admire Andrew Robson’s leap to 4™.
It’s a good example of why he is so difficult to play
against. Andrew is always ready to take a risk in
order to create possible problems for the
opponents. N/S collected +710 after a diamond lead
for 12 IMPs away.
The two leading teams, Allfrey and Hinden, met
in the very last round. This competitive bidding deal
proved decisive:

´
™
t
®

Game All. Dealer South.
´ AQ8653
™ 65
tAK43
®6
K
´ J
N
AKQ42
™ J93
W
E
10 6
t Q8752
S
K Q J 10 9
® A873
´ 10 9 7 4 2
™ 10 8 7
tJ9
®542

West
Forrester

North
Byrne

East
Osborne

1™
4™

1´
All Pass

2™

South
Dyke
Pass
Pass

Dyke chose to pass at his first turn, perhaps not
wanting to push E/W into some high making
contract. West’s raise to 4™ ran back to him and he
maintained his silence. It was not a winning move
and Forrester recorded an easy +620.
West
Allerton

North
Allfrey

East
Jagger

1™
Dble

1´
All Pass

2™

South
Robson
Pass
4´

Robson expected E/W to go to 4™, over which 4´
would stand some chance of being profitable. To
cause maximum discomfit for the opponents, he
bid 4´ immediately. It was a further example of his
willingness to take risks. The spade game was
doubled but could not be beaten. A massive 16
IMPs went into the Allfrey plus column, and the
championship was theirs – ahead of second-placed
Hinden. De Botton took third place.
r
www.ebu.co.uk

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
SWEATING OVER BRIDGE
In spite of what some people claim,
The Tax Office says it’s too tame.
Fanatics had thought
That bridge was a sport:
It isn’t – it’s only a game!
George Richardson

UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES?
Are the authorities pleased with the NGS scheme or
are there unintended consequences? The master
points scheme certainly led to ‘long service’
rankings. But the NGS has led to ‘pot hunting’ by
those who scale the greasy pole. The Qs and above
tend to keep to themselves. The Js try to join them to
progress. For the majority of others, none of the elite
really wants them, for fear of the dreaded 40%. So
the scheme is divisive; it makes for sheep and goats.
D P Saville
On the contrary – if you play with a lower ranking
partner you may still profit on the NGS with a low
score, but you can’t earn master points unless you are
in the top 30% or so.

OFFENSIVE COVER
I have to complain about the choice of imagery on
the front cover of the October magazine. I love my
bridge, and the EBU magazine to date, but I am now
distressed by the assumption that just because I am
a member of the EBU, I will accept the association
with the devil, and demonic behaviours.
Perhaps you think this is an over-reaction, but in
addition to my personal thoughts, it came through
the post, through a public service, in a clear bag,
with my name on it. I was horrified. And I have not
been able to open it.
Dr Rosanna Roberts
and separate but similar from Dr Roberts’
frequent bridge partner, Derrick Chamberlain
I don't think anyone would say you are accepting an
association with the devil because you are a member of
the EBU which prints a picture of a playing card on its
magazine. The design comes from a playing card
produced by Demon Playing Cards for the card game
Racing Demon. The choice of the cover, and the
headlines, were to do with Halloween. As we are a
secular organisation, with a very diverse membership,
I feel we can include imagery from any topical moment
– Christmas, Easter, Diwali, Hanukkah, Halloween,
Valentines Day, Chinese New Year, Eid and myriad
others without limitation.
The Editor
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Landmark Promotions
July 2017 – October 2017
Congratulations to the newly promoted
Premier Grand Masters:
Dan Crofts, Staffs & Shrops
Gary Jones, Berks & Bucks
Mike Walsh, Devon

Grand Masters:
Paul Darby, Norfolk
Steve Root, Middlesex
Linda Smith, Lancashire
Andrew Stimson, Surrey
Anne Stimson, Surrey
Nick Woolven, Yorkshire

Essex
Master
Peter Brown
Peter Hunter
Patrick Instone
Paul Meyer
Robert Orange
Lee Robinson
Anne Sanders
Peter Sullivan
Monica Watters

Gloucestershire
Regional Master
David Cook

Master

Avon

Junie Arnold
J Bridge
Diana Lucas
Marisa Percival
Ann Sanders

Regional Master

Hants and I.O.W.

Brian Taylor

Master
Joy Fowles
Sue Mifsud
Jan Wilmshurst
Lawrence Wilmshurst

Bedfordshire
Master
Margaret Codd
Roger Hoxey
Karen Rogers

Berks & Bucks
Premier Grand Master
Gary Jones

Regional Master
John Coleman

Master

Cumbria
Regional Master
Simon Smith

Master
Reg Ayre
Michael Brewer
Harry Kay
Steve Rogerson

Derbyshire

Joan Callin
Bridget Constant
Alan Shore
Gary Stevens

Master

Pat Barclay
Jim Fennah

Peter Illsley
Susan Illsley

Life Master

Devon
Premier Grand Master
Mike Walsh

Hertfordshire
Alan Ellis
Saroj Ellis
Michele Gladstone

Regional Master

Mike Tyas

Jacqueline Collier
Alan Kaye
Helly Kaye
Richard Last

Master

Master

Sam Anoyrkatis
Maureen Dalton
Joy Hailey
Tracey Turner

Barbara Baldwin
Ian Jacklin
John Knight
Colin Leeson
Raymond Silver

Steve Dooley

Regional Master

Direct
Master
Petar Ivanov

Gretta Bredin
Rosalind Hutchinson

Dorset

George Couzens
Angela Hood
Christine Nial

Master

Margaret Watson
Jeff Wragg

Cambs & Hunts

Master

Jon Stredwick

Herefordshire

Master

Rune Hauge

Regional Master

Master

Life Master

Channel Islands

Steve Tearle

Regional Master

Cyril Berkeley
Elizabeth Bye-Jorgensen
Tom Dark
Andy Kirk
Valerie Marlowe
Heather Oliver
Rashmi Shah
John Sheridan
Nova Williams

Life Master

Life Master

Regional Master
Bruce Curry

Master
Patricia Dry
Ann Gardner
Dorothy Griggs
Mike Jackson
Catherine Lynn
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Kent
Regional Master
John Gibbons
Claudine Kanaar
Mark Mortimer
Mark Wiggins

Master
Richard Anscombe
Jennifer Bishop
James Brown
Brenda Castle
Charlie Coleman
Steve Crampton

Colin Crouch
Bobbie Goodfellow
Elizabeth Jenkins
Ann Jones
Hugh MacDonald
Anton Mauve
Frances Rae
David Richards
Neil Shilling

Lancashire
Grand Master
Linda Smith

Life Master
Colin Mitchell
Ann Wilkins
Jeff Wilkins

Master
Margaret Ball
Barbara Bowyer
Ian Carter
Derrick Chamberlain
Shaun Clarkson
Lynda Grundy
Patricia Haselhurst
Marian Hull
Max Sampson
David Slinger
Janet Slinger
Margaret Tindall

Manchester
Master
Nathan Marks

Merseyside &
Cheshire
Master
Jeremy Dodd
Richard Gooch
Carol McKinnon
Moira Menelaws
Ian Robinson
Jean Stelfox
Enid Swarbrick
Rachel Thompson
Cathy Townley
Steve Ward
Helen Wright

Middlesex
Grand Master
Steve Root

Master
Jim Andrews
Rita Gibson
Nick Prentice
Patricia Westall

Norfolk
Grand Master
Paul Darby

Leicestershire

Master

Master

Sue O'Brien
Joany Randall
Karen Read

Howard Bennett
Barry Davis
Don Davis
Ann Potterton

Lincolnshire

North East
Regional Master

Regional Master

Louise Badcock
Peter Dodds

Graham Marshall

Master

Master
Anthony Corry
Jo Glozier
Peggy Hales
Wanda Kotowska
Mike Waters
Michael Wilkins

London
Life Master
Martin Baker
Andrew Bannock
Sarah Bell

Regional Master
Jeff Clargo
Jonathan Davis

Master
Eugene Hertzman
Dudley Leigh
Ikuko Sasaki
Stefano Tommasini
Andi Wellman

Marion Cooper
Kenneth Leybourne
Margaret Maidment
Jonathan Noble
Kenneth Waugh

Northamptonshire
Life Master
John Josephs

Master
Sue Cook
Sylvia Gallon
Gerry Lynch
Baz Richardson
Roger Tugwell
Derek Wright

Nottinghamshire
Life Master
Patricia Mantle

Regional Master
Angie Dyer

www.ebu.co.uk

Master

Marcus Hopkins
Jim Sawyer
Linda Thomas

Tony Gettins
Len Jackson
Marney Kaye

Surrey

Oxford

Grand Master

Life Master

Andrew Stimson
Anne Stimson

Gordon Carroll
Steve Noble

Regional Master

Master

John Adams
Margaret Aitchison
Brian Barrow
Rob Fairhurst
Jeremy Fitzpatrick
Barbara Hobson
Trevor Hobson
Gerald Searle
George Solarski
Hilary Stewart

Suzanne Abell
Patricia Baigrie
John Bird
Hilary Dewey
Terry McGrath
Annabel Wade

Somerset
Life Master
David Porter
Tony Russ

Master

Staffs & Shrops
Premier Grand Master
Dan Crofts

Life Master
Jane Stirton

Master
John Davies
Kevin Seager

Suffolk
Master
Keith Biggs
Phil Dolni
Richard Gorlin

Penny Ableman
Derek Ash
Paul Badelek
Zarina Baig
Julie Baldwin
David Charleston
Andrew Cull
Sandra Fox
Garrett Gill
Chris Greenacre
Peter Kelly
Angie Mathers
Joan Memery

Penny Moody
Vivek Radhakrishnan
June Scholfield
James Smith
Ian Stewart
Chris Tibbott
Marianne Tudor-Craig
Irene Vest
John A. Ward

Sussex
Life Master
Mike Finch

Regional Master
Bruce Carrison

Master
Pamela Barker
Michael Clarke
Sue Hodge
Diane Keay
Bob Kydd
Judi Leddy
Jean Leith-Smith
Pat Maycock
John Mewes
Jim Mortell
Mike Parks
John Reynolds
Sue Simpson

Warwickshire
Life Master
Jeremy Fenwick

COUNTY NEWS
The County News has been moved to the online
section, starting on page 69. It can also be
downloaded as a stand-alone pdf from
www.ebu.co.uk/node/2777. In 2018 the
magazine will stop producing County News and
readers are advised to look at the county
websites for up-to-date news.
click
COUNTY WEBSITES

link

www.avoncba.org.uk
Avon
www.bedsbridge.co.uk
Bedfordshire
www.bridgewebs.com/bbcba
Berks & Bucks
www.cambsbridge.org
Cambs & Hunts
www.bridgewebs.com/cicba
Channel Islands
www.bridgewebs.com/cornwall
Cornwall
www.bridgewebs.com/cumbria/
Cumbria
www.bridgewebs.com/derbyshire
Derbyshire
www.devonbridge.co.uk
Devon
www.bridgewebs.com/dorset
Dorset
www.essexbridge.co.uk
Essex
www.gcba.org.uk
Gloucestershire
www.bridgewebs.com/cicbaguernsey
Guernsey
www.bridgewebs.com/hiwcba/
Hants & Isle of Wight

www.ebu.co.uk

Regional Master
Andy Cope
Alan Webb

Master
Philippe Allard
Karen Bain
Barry Clarke
Suzanne Davis
Clare Dixon
Elizabeth Gahan
Pauline Green
Chris Martin
Brian Mitchell
Jo Muller
Julie Nicholson
Geoff Parfitt
Anne Pettitt
Don Prowse
Patricia Rankin
Craig Skinner
Judith Wells
Pat Whorton

Wiltshire
Regional Master
Nigel Lewis
Hugh Thompson

Jane Rowell
Maria Villacampa-Ascaso

Yorkshire
Grand Master
Nick Woolven

Life Master
George Bak

Regional Master
Robin Ashdown
Heather Harvey
Jason Levesley
Catherine Thompson

Master
Liz Calvert
John Castle
Neil Cheetham
Tim Emmott
Janet Fletcher
Jacqui Hutchinson
Anne Lord
Jean Perkins
Joyce Rushworth
Kath Scaramuzza

Master

Hanni St.Matthew-Daniel

Ray Elms
Mo Hill
Anne Hitchin

Marjorie Struggles
Margaret Thornley
Pamela Warren

www.herefordshirebridge.co.uk
Herefordshire
www.hertsbridge.co.uk
Hertfordshire
www.manxbridgeunion.org
Isle of Man
www.bridgewebs.com/cicba
Jersey
www.kcba.org.uk
Kent
www.bridgewebs.com/lancs
Lancashire
www.bridgewebs.com/leicestershire/
Leicestershire
www.lincsbridge.org.uk
Lincolnshire
www.metrobridge.co.uk
London
www.manchesterbridge.org.uk
Manchester
www.mcba.org.uk
Merseyside/Cheshire
www.middlesexbridge.co.uk
Middlesex
www.bridgewebs.com/norfolk/
Norfolk
www.neba.co.uk
North East
www.bridgewebs.com/northants/
Northamptonshire
Nottinghamshire www.bridgewebs.com/nottinghamshire
www.oxfordshirebridge.co.uk
Oxfordshire
www.bridgewebs.com/somerset
Somerset
www.staffsandshrops.org.uk
Staffs & Shrops
www.suffolkbridge.co.uk
Suffolk
www.bridgewebs.com/surrey
Surrey
www.sccba.co.uk
Sussex
www.warwickshirebridge.co.uk
Warwickshire
www.bridgewebs.com/westmorland
Westmorland
www.wcba.co.uk
Wiltshire
www.bridgewebs.com/worcestershire
Worcestershire
www.ycba.co.uk/
Yorkshire
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Club Bidding Quiz

by Julian Pottage

Answers to Questions on Page 62

click
link

Hand 1
´ A975
™9
tA4
® A J 10 9 3 2

W

N

E
1t

S
Pass

?

Hand 4
´ AKQ64
™AJ4
tA2
® J93

W

N

1´
?

Pass

E
1™
2t

S
Pass
Pass

2®. When you have sufficient strength for a

3®. The hand offers too much slam potential to

responder's reverse, which certainly is the case when
you have opening values, you should start by
showing your longest suit even if it is a minor. You
would have an impossible rebid if you responded
1´ and partner rebid 2t.

settle for a simple 4™. You cannot launch into a 4NT
enquiry, however, with two fast club losers. Fourth
suit forcing at the three level creates a game force
and allows you to explore further.

Hand 2
´ AJ95
™–
tKQJ942
®KJ3

W
1t

N
2´1

E
S
Dble Pass

?
1

weak

3NT. With above-minimum opening values and
decent playing strength, you cannot risk a nonforcing 3t. While passing 2´ doubled and hoping
for a penalty is a possibility, going for game seems
better. You have the spade suit well stopped and
partner is likely to stop the hearts.
Hand 3
´ AQ3
™QJ5
tA62
®AJ63

W

N

E

S
1™

?

1NT. Even if you normally play a
1NT overcall as showing 15-17, you are entitled to
adjust the raw point count. Here you have an
unproductive 4∙3∙3∙3 shape. Moreover, the hand
lacks a single nine or ten. No way is this hand worth
a full 18 points.
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Hand 5
´ 53
™984
t A Q J 10 5
® 743

W
Pass
?

N
Pass

E
Pass

S
1®

1t. Having passed as dealer, you can afford to get
into the auction quite freely. If, as is quite likely to
happen, the opponents end up in a major-suit
contract with your partner on lead, you would
strongly prefer a diamond lead to anything else.

Hand 6
´K
™AQ4
tAJ865
®J863

W
1t
?

N
Pass

E
1´

S
Pass

1NT. This rebid has several advantages over the
alternative of 2®. Firstly the 1NT shows your point
count. Secondly, the club suit is poor. Thirdly, at
matchpoint pairs, a no trump contract should score
more.
r
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Bridge Club Live

by Barrie Partridge

The art of over-ruffing

click
link

M

ost of the bridge played in Bridge Club
Live is in the daily Match Pointed Pairs
Drop-in-drop-out room where you can
play as many rounds of four boards as you wish to
play, between 7am one day and 7am the next day.
There are 96 boards available and we do find that
some players play all 96 in those 24 hours! This was
Board 87 on one day.

´
™
t
®

Game All. Dealer North.
´ 65
™ K752
t J43
® AKQJ
K 10 9 3
´ 82
N
J986
™ A 10 4 3
W
E
A5
t KQ982
S
732
® 96
´ AQJ74
™ Q
t 10 7 6
® 10 8 5 4

when not to, and this West simply threw another
club. This gave West three natural trump tricks
rather than two, and the contract therefore drifted
two off. East had effectively given West a trump
promotion, though declarer could have avoided this
by not ruffing with an honour in hand.
You may wonder why so many declarers made 2´.
At tables where North opened a weak 1NT and were
transferred to spades, it was East who was on lead
and the natural lead of tK tended to result in the
r
defence taking only two diamond tricks.

Bridge Club Live is the only online
bridge provider based in the UK
with real players! Do come and
join us at www.bridgeclublive.com
Fast, fun and friendly bridge in a
format that suits you.
Drop-in Drop-out Match Point
Pairs and social games.

West
Pass
All Pass

North
1®
1NT

East
1t
Pass

South
1´
2´

N-S were playing a strong NT and short 1®
openings. 2´ made at seven tables and went one off
at a further seven tables of the 28 tables. At one
table, the 1t overcall made West’s tA lead and
continuation clear. East tried the ™A and noted the
fall of the ™Q. East now cashed the tQ (West
throwing a club) and found the best continuation of
a fourth round of diamonds.

Declarer decided to ruff with the ´J. West could
now over-ruff with the ´K and the contract would
go one off with West taking a further trump trick.
But sometimes the art of over-ruffing is knowing
www.ebu.co.uk

Individual, Improvers and IMP Pairs
Tournaments, and Teams events.
Full bidding and play records of
every deal played.
System cards for new and
regular partnerships.
Discussion forums and
members’ reunions.
EBU Master Points.
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Q1. How might you play this one as South in 3NT

Q2. How might you play in 3NT after the following

after the bidding 1NT – 3NT?

auction?
´
™
t
®

South plays in 3NT
West leads ™2

KQ6
964
A 10 5 2
A63

W

N

Pass

3NT

1

E
S
2♥1 2NT
All Pass

Weak, 5-9 points, 6-card suit

´
™
t
®

10 8 6
75
AK93
K642
N

N
W

South plays in 3NT
West leads the ♠K

E
S

´
™
t
®

A953
QJ
KQ94
J 10 2

West leads the ♥2 to the ♥A in his partner’s hand.
East returns the ♥3 and East-West cash the first four
heart tricks. You discard a club from dummy and
two clubs from hand on these tricks. Seeing this,
West switches to the ♣4 at trick three.
You see you need four spade tricks and four
diamond tricks to go with the ♣A. When you cash
the ♠K West drops the ten. On the ♠Q West throws
a club.
What now?

W

E
S

´
™
t
®

A42
A 10 3
Q 10 6 5
AQ3

West decides to lead the ♠K against 3NT,
eschewing his partner’s suit.
You duck that and duck again when West plays a
second top spade, East throwing a heart. West now,
after a little thought, switches to the ♥Q. You decide
to let that hold as well (you are in no hurry!) and
you take the ♥A over East’s jack on the next round
of hearts.
Are clubs 3-3? No, When you cash the ♣A Q and
the ♣K, East pitches a heart on the third club.
What now?

ANSWERS

A1. You must take the marked finesse of the ♠9,
cash the ♠A and then expect West to be 1∙4∙4∙4.
If he had a five-card or longer suit he would have
led it, surely. Anyway, he can hardly be short in
diamonds as that would make him 1∙4∙1∙7, which is
scarcely believable and actually impossible once
East has followed to the ♣A. So, after the ♠A you
must cash the ♦K ♦Q and expect East to discard.
You don’t mind
if he follows suit,
of course, as that
means diamonds
are 3-2. As it is,
you can finesse the
♦10 for your
(lucky) contract.
The full deal:

Hand 1.

´ 10
™ K 10 8 2
tJ873
®Q854
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´
™
t
®

KQ6
964
A 10 5 2
A63
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

A953
QJ
KQ94
J 10 2

A2. West is known to have started with six spades,
two hearts and four clubs. So East must be
harbouring four diamonds.
Not that you care that much – the key point is
that West simply cannot hold ♦Jxxx. So you make
the discovery play of the ♦AK, fully expecting West
to show out, and setting up a marked finesse against
the jack.
The full deal:

´
™
t
®

J8742
A753
6
K97

´
™
t
®
´KQJ753
™Q4
t4
® 10 9 7 5
´
™
t
®

Hand 2.

10 8 6
75
AK93
K642
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

9
KJ9862
J872
J8

A42
A 10 3
Q 10 6 5
AQ3

www.ebu.co.uk

Practise these hands with your partner and see if you get the answers right!
West hands
Hand 1, Dlr West

´
™
t
®

KJ75
A9
53
AQ862

East hands

Hand 2, Dlr West

´
™
t
®

Hand 1, Dlr West

Hand 2, Dlr West

AQ43
83
K Q J 10 8
K7

A Q 10 9 3
52
KJ4
K95

´
™
t
®

K86
AQJ43
7
AJ84

´
™
t
®

Hand 3, Dlr East

Hand 3, Dlr East

KQJ87
A4
85
KQ97

2
KQ865
A9
A J 10 5 4

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

Answers
Hand 1, Dlr West
West East
1®
1t
1´
2™
2NT 3´
4®
4t
4™
4NT
5®/t 6´

Hand 2, Dlr West
West East
1™
1´
2®
2t
3´
4´

Hand 3, Dlr East
West East
1™
1´
2®
2t
3®
4®
4t
4™
4NT
5´
6®

www.ebu.co.uk

The 2™ bid is Fourth Suit Forcing as you are too strong to agree the spades directly.
4®, 4t and 4™ are cue-bids with 4NT asking for keycards (Roman Keycard
Blackwood). The reply shows 0 or 3 keycards (5® or 5t depending on system).
Note that we can agree spades efficiently and easily via Fourth Suit Forcing. An
exchange of cue-bids leads to the use of Blackwood. Establishing the presence of
four out of five key cards plus the trump queen and holding a lovely source of tricks
in the diamonds, East has an easy 6´ bid.
What should East bid after 2®? It’s tempting to jump directly to 3NT, but you
might miss a 5-3 spade fit, or a 6-2 heart fit, so it’s better to bid Fourth Suit Forcing,
2t, to ask for more information. What does West bid after the 2t – a clear-cut 3´.
This is definitely showing 3-card spade support (keep 2´ for the times you have to
bid the suit with just an honour doubleton) and a nice hand.
Note that after a 1´ response West is torn between bidding 2® or 2´. Holding 15+
points I think in terms of making three bids, so would plump for 2®, expecting to
show the spades later. With a weaker hand I would suggest a two bid approach is best
– and would therefore recommend raising 1´ to 2´.

Remember that East’s 3® bid does not deny a stopper in diamonds, it merely
shows shape. West could still use Fifth Suit Forcing (3t) to insist on hearing about a
diamond stop, but after learning that East has 5∙5 in hearts and clubs prefers to
pursue a club slam. 4t and 4™ are cue-bids leading to 4NT, Roman Key-card
Blackwood. West shows two key-cards and the ®Q and East can go to 6® – a very
good slam.
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PEGGY GRIFFIN

CAN YOU READ THE LEAD?
QUIZ FROM PAGE 27
N/S Game. Dealer North.
´Q2
N
™AJ82
W
E
S
t3
® K J 10 6 5 3
´ K5
™ 10 3
t KQJ942
® AQ8

West
Carefree
Chris
2NT

North
Desperate
Dave
Pass
Pass

East
Solid
Stan
1®
3NT

South
Optimistic
Olly
2t
All Pass

Sitting South how would you have read your
partner’s lead assuming standard leads, and what
might declarer hold if North had led:
1. the t5;

2. the t6;

3. the t10.

1: t5 – As you can see the t4, t3 and t2 this
cannot be a doubleton or the middle of three rags
(cards below 10). It can only be low to an honour or
a singleton. If it is low to an honour it is likely to be
the t10 as the bidding strongly suggests that West
has a good stop in diamonds. If partner holds
t10x5, declarer will have tAxx.

2: t6 – This could be high-low doubleton (t65), or

a middle-up-down with no honours (t8/765), or low
to an honour with either t10x6 or t10xx6, or it
could be a singleton. This leaves declarer with the
tA and up to four other cards. When you get in
with the club entry and play a diamond honour,
partner’s card should make it a little clearer. If it is
lower than the lead partner has a doubleton. If it is
higher partner has at least three.

3: t10 – This can only be a singleton or a high-low
doubleton. This leaves declarer with the tA and
three or four other cards.
r
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1925 – 2017
Peggy joined the Surrey Committee in 1994 and
served the County for 21 years, receiving the
Dimmie Fleming Award in 2016. During that time
she took on many onerous tasks and fulfilled a
wide variety of roles, including Congress Secretary
(for 10 years), Match Secretary (for 13 years),
Shareholder and league organiser.
Peggy was also the County’s Master Points
Secretary for several years. In the days before
computerisation this was particularly onerous. At
the end of the season, master point cards had to be
written for all the winners and league participants;
in those days there were over 70 teams in Surrey’s
County Knockout and Plate competition, not to
mention the leagues and numerous tournaments
organised by the County.
Peggy also served as President in 2000 and 2005,
during which time she visited many clubs and was
a great ambassador for the County.
Peggy was a loyal member of Wimbledon BC,
serving as Director and Chairman during her
membership.

Answers to crossword on page 51
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COUNTY NEWS
For the latest news & events please visit the individual county websites listed at the top of each entry

Cambs and Hunts
www.cambsbridge.org
WE would like to congratulate the Jagger Team
(J Mestel, J Wightwick, C Jagger, J Cooke, P Barden)
for reaching the Crockfords Final and ending in 3rd
position. At the Summer Meeting, Catherine Curtis
and Paul Fegarty were part of the winning team of the
Brighton Bowl. Playing with Ian Pagan, Chris Jagger came 6th
in the Harold Poster Swiss Pairs event.

Cornwall
www.bridgewebs.com/cornwall
IN October, Liz Perry began her three year tenure
as chairperson of the CCBA, and we wish her
every success in the role.
The 33rd Cornwall Congress was again held at
the Falcon Hotel, Bude and enjoyed by all. Winners were:
Championship Pairs Final – Harry Anoyrkatis & Howard
Kent-Webster (Devon);
Secondary Final - Brigid McElroy & Ruth Edmondson
(Devon);
Green-Pointed Swiss Pairs - Steve Tomlinson & Chris King
(Somerset);
Green-Pointed Swiss Teams (Betty O'Neil Cup) - Joint
Winners were Clare Hamon & Barry Smale (Devon) and
Carol Benzie & Aleksander Lishkov (Oxford) with Shirley
Goldwin & Brian Crack (Kent) and Geoff Smith & Chris
Bickerdike (Cornwall). Photo below.
Next year, the Congress will again be held at the Falcon on
14-16 September 2018.
In the first event of the new season, Geoff Smith
continued his winning streak at county level. In partnership
with Janet Heath, he won the Mixed Pairs Championship,
with Pat Meade and Colin Pote in second place.
Diary dates: 13 Jan, Falmouth Salver, The Athenaeum Club;
21 Jan, Star Masters Pairs & Tredova Cup, Ladock;
4 Feb, County Teams of Four (& Knockout Qualifier),
Ladock.

Joint winners of the Green-Pointed Swiss Teams at the
Cornwall Congress: Claire Hamon (Devon), Aleksander Lishkov
(Oxon), Barry Smale (Devon), Carole Benzie (Oxon) and
Shirley Goldwin (Kent), Geoff Smith, Chris Bickerdike (both
Cornwall), Brian Crack (Kent)

www.ebu.co.uk

Cumbria
www.bridgewebs.com/cumbria/
AGM Pairs winners were Trevor Ward & Ken Johnston.
IMP Pairs
1st, Sam Norman & Alan Anderson.
2nd, Joan Mossop & Geoff Thomson.
3rd, Sheila & Bill Rodger.
County Simultaneous Pairs
1st, Ann Byers / Joyce Roberts.
2nd, Sally-Ann & Mike Rothwell.
3rd, Carol James / Keith Long staff.
Simple System Pairs
1st, Rosemary Jackson & Marjorie Swan.
2nd, Christine & Trevor Ward.
3rd, Sandra Bell & Colin Woods.
Diary dates: 9-11 Mar, Cumbria Congress, Grange-overSands. See website for details.

Devon
www.devonbridge.co.uk
THE county still has vacancies for secretary and
vice-chairman.
The results of the match against East Wales
on 7 October are:
A Team won 13-7: Harry Anoyrkatis, Sally Anoyrkatis, Ann
Slee, Richard Lingham.
B Team won 19-1: Brent Wormald, Paul Hide, Sam
Anoyrkatis, Theo Anoyrkatis.
C Team won 16-4: Roger Gowland, Stephen Rafferty, Neil
Marsden, Linda Rafferty.
Brochures, entry forms and online entry for the Devon
Congress in April 2018 at the TLH Toorak Hotel are now
available. We have a smaller allocation of single rooms
without supplement than at The Palace Hotel and only four
of our 19 are now unsold.
Congratulations to Mike Walsh who has been promoted
to the rank of Premier Grand Master.
Plymouth Congress:
Congratulations to Ann Slee and Richard Lingham who won
the Championship final, to Ali Blake and Morag MacBean
who won the consolation final, and to Peter Bowles, Mike
Orriel, Ian Walsh and Mike Walsh who won the Swiss
Teams.
Cornwall Congress:
Clare Hamon and Barry Smale were first equal in the Swiss
Teams; Joan Chandler and Mair Preston-Jones were third
in the Swiss Teams; Brigid McElroy and Ruth Edmondson
were third in the Swiss Pairs.
Diary dates: Full details of all events and results are on the
website.
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Dorset

Hants and IoW

www.bridgewebs.com/dorset
Crockfords Cup (EBU)
Congratulations to Mark Hooper, Mike
Pownall, Krzysztof Ginda & Peter Goodman on
reaching the finals weekend.
East Wales Congress
Congratulations to Miles Cowling who with partner Ron
Davis won the Swiss Pairs. Miles' team also won the Swiss
Teams with Mike Pownall's team finishing 4th.
Northern Midweek Conference
Congratulations to Mike Pownall whose team won the Swiss
Teams and with partner Mia Deschepper finished 4th in
the Championship Pairs.
Chope Salver
1st Bob Mott & Barrie Cantello, 2nd Alan Wilson & Janet
Smith, 3rd Guy Lawrenson & Mike Jackson.
Diary dates: 7 Jan, Knight Cup (Green Pointed), Hamworthy
Club, Canford Magna. This event is the Dorset Pairs
championship and is only available for Dorset primary
members. 11 Feb, Frost Rose Bowl (Blue Pointed Swiss
Teams), Allendale Bridge Club.

www.bridgewebs.com/hiwcba/
SUMMER Meeting Eastbourne:
Swiss Pairs
2nd, Andy Hughes & Jeremy Dhondy.
Brighton Bowl Swiss Teams
4th, Andy Hughes, Jeremy Dhondy, Steve Preston.
Midweek Champ Pairs
2nd, Lilias Lamont.
NICKO semi-finalists
Petersfield B, Mike Fithyan, Stuart Burnett, Tony Truluck,
Tim Smith, Dave Willis.
Surrey GP Swiss Pairs
1st, Steve Preston & Andy Hughes.
Welsh Foursomes
1st, Jeremy Dhondy.
Berks & Bucks BP Swiss Pairs
3rd, Eleanor Rice, Pauline Serby.
Candover Teams of 4
1st, Andy Hughes, Jeremy Dhondy, Christine Ray, Richard
Ray.
Diary dates: 3 Dec, Wessex/Bloxham BP Swiss Teams. 17 Dec,
Yuletide Swiss Teams. 7 Jan, Midwinter Swiss Teams. 28 Jan,
Candlestick Swiss Pairs. 18 Feb, Valentine Swiss Teams. All
starting at 2pm at Romsey. Entries via HIOW website. Also 48 Dec, Chidwick Cup Sim Pairs, local clubs. 12-16 Feb, IBM
Cup Sim Pairs, local clubs.

Kent
www.kcba.org.uk
Dorset’s Chope Salver winners
Bob Mott & Barrie Cantello

Essex
www.essexbridge.co.uk
RESULTS of Essex Competitions
Congratulations to:
Warboys Heat 3.1st, Robert Elliot & Richard
Register. 2nd, Alaric Cundy & John Sutcliffe.
Heat 2. 1st, Marc Chawner & Paul Spencer. 2nd, Sandy &
Martin Smith.
Results from Congresses and National Events
Beds & Northants Swiss Teams:
4th Bernie Hunt, Sheena Millins, Paul & Val Mollison.
Herts & Essex Swiss Pairs:
3rd Graham Foster & Ray Clarke.
Herts & Essex Swiss Teams:
2nd Sandy Riach, Chris Taylor, Paul Spencer & Marc
Chawner.
Felixstowe Congress, Championship Pairs:
1st Graham Beeton & Ray Clarke.
EBED Autumn Pairs Sims: Wednesday
3rd Richard Perryman & Paddy Murray.
Diary dates: 10 Dec, Mixed Pairs. 14 Jan, Swiss Pairs, 20 Jan
Gwen Herga, 27-28 Jan, Woodham Ferrers Congress. 18 Feb,
Cornell Trophy.
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THE Gold Cup semi-final saw players from Kent
in three of the four teams. Derek Patterson and
his team emerged victorious in the final, beating
Sally Brock’s team which included Norman
Selway and Kay Preddy. Patrick Collins and Bill
Hirst were in the team beaten by Brock in the semi-final.
Continuing Kent’s success in National competitions, the
Tunbridge Wells ‘A’ team of Espen Erichsen, Helen Erichsen,
Norman Selway, Andrew Cairns and Jeremy Willans won the
NICKO.
In the Metropolitan Cup the Kent ‘B’ team won their
division – congratulations to Steve Barnfield, Frances
Connell, Graham Clements, Chris Wall, John Griffiths, John
Hemington, Ravi Athwal, Jon Thoresen, Stephen Brown,
Stuart McPhee, Tony Price and Phil Jones. The ‘A’ team were
third in the top division and our ‘C’ teams were 2nd and 5th
in their division.
Congratulations to Kay Preddy and Norman Selway,

Norman Selway & Kay Preddy, winners of
Kent’s Dyer Smith (Mixed Pairs)

www.ebu.co.uk

winners of the Dyer Smith (Mixed Pairs) for the second year
running, and Frances Connell and Steve Barnfield winners of
the Hunter Cup (highest placed married pair).

Steve Barnfield & Frances Connell, winners
of Kent’s Hunter Cup (highest placed
married pair)

The Surrey Swiss pairs was won by Mike Hampton &
Michael Prior. Phil Jones & Keith Ashcroft were third.
58th Kent Congress
Swiss Pairs Invicta Cup – Jill Skinner & Jeremy Willans.
Mixed Pairs Allnut Trophy – Tracy Capal & David Sherman.
Married Pairs Gentry Cup, Kay Preddy & Norman Selway.
Non-expert Puddleduck Plate (non-expert) Pat Sainsbury &
Wenche Immink.
Swiss Teams winners, Lukey Cup – Espen Erichsen, Nick
Irens, Kay Preddy & Norman Selway.
Owl Cup (runners up)– Christine Jepson, Jill Skinner, Jeremy
Willans & Ian Lancaster.
Birkle Bowl (non-expert) – Hilary and David Powell, Bob
Middleditch & Roy Lambert.
Congratulation to all.
Many congratulations to Anton and Jessica Mauve who
were presented with the Tom Bradley Award by the EBU. This
award is for ‘non-school teachers’ who have made a
significant contribution to youth bridge.
Ted Nesom and Dot Servante have been made Honorary
Vice-Presidents of the KCBA in recognition of their
contribution to bridge at club level in the county.
Diary dates: 14 Jan, Fleming Femina (ladies’ pairs) and
Hunter Homines (men’s pairs), 11am, TWBC. 27 Jan,
Mitchell Salver (club teams of eight div 3). 28 Jan, Corbett
Cup and Corbett Plate (club teams of eight divisions 1 and 2,
first weekend), 18 Feb Corbett Cup and Plate (second
weekend). Larsky Cup semi-final venues – 8 Feb, Maidstone
BC; 11 Feb, Bekesbourne BC; 14 Feb, Tunbridge Wells BC; 19
Feb, Farnborough (Kent) BC. Larsky Cup final: 24 Mar, 11am,
TWBC. 4 Mar, Green-pointed Swiss Pairs. 8 Apr, George
Griffiths (seniors pairs). Please see www.kcba.org.uk for up to
date results, news of events and entry forms.

Lancashire
www.bridgewebs.com/lancs
IN the Northern Bridge League, Lancashire A
finished second out of six teams, Lancashire B
second out of eight teams and Lancashire C fifth
out of seven teams.
The Steve Haley Trophy for the best A team pair in the
Northern Bridge League was awarded to Derek Williams &
Croz Croswell.
Congratulations go to Stuart Clarke & Sue Woodcock on

www.ebu.co.uk

winning the NWBA Swiss Pairs at Mold in early October.
Congratulations also go to John and Judy Brearley on
winning the Mixed Pairs at the EBU Overseas Congress.
Diary dates: 3 Dec, Lytham Rose Bowl, Lytham Bridge Club;
17 Dec, Santa Claus Pairs, Manchester Bridge Club; 28-30
Dec, EBU Year End Congress, Blackpool; 6-7 Jan, MCBA
Congress, Victoria & Albert Hotel, Manchester; 14 Jan,
Preston Blue Pointed Teams, Preston Bridge Club; 21 Jan,
LCBA Butler Pairs, Lytham Bridge Club; 4 Feb, LCBA
Championship Pairs, Bolton Bridge Club.
Bolton Congress Ladies’ Pairs
1st, Ailsa Hurst and Diane Ault
Bolton Congress Men’s Pairs,
1st Clive Henderson and Brian Ripley
Bolton Congress Championship Pairs
1st, Austin Barnes and Stuart Norris
Bolton Congress Swiss Teams
1st, Rodney Lighton, John Currie, Nicholas Greer and Neil
Thomas
LCBA Mixed Pairs
1st, John Halliwell and Linda Smith

Leicestershire
www.bridgewebs.com/leicestershire/
CONGRATULATIONS to Ben Norton who has
won the EBU’s ‘Young Player of the Year
Award’ following a year of excellent results
both with the International Junior teams and in
pairs events.
The County Teams have played the opening two rounds of
matches in the Midlands League. Results are:
Sep 10 v Derbyshire (Home) – 1st Team Won 19 - 1, 2nd
Team Lost 2 - 18, 3rd Team Lost 2 – 18;
Oct 8th v Gloucestershire (Away) - 1st Team Lost 0 - 20, 2nd
Team Lost 0 - 20, 3rd Team Lost 6 - 14.
In the Samani Salver (the Summer KO - handicap teams of
four competition) Glenfield ‘A’ beat Bradgate ‘A’.
In the Samani Plate (for 1st round losers) Bradgate ‘C(Red)’
beat County ‘A’ .
The Stanley Trophy (Butler Pairs) - Heat 1 was won by Jim
Mason & Ben Norton (+103) from Dick & Lucy Pathan
(+60) with Jenny Grant & Bharat Thakrar (+22) 3rd.
League (Club Teams of 8) There are 27 teams in four
divisions. Very early divisional leaders are:
Div 1 – Clarendon (12/1); Div 2 – Westcotes ‘A’ (17/2);
Div 3 – Grantham ‘B’ (12/1); Div 4 – Ashby ‘C’ (20/2)
Diary dates: 14 Jan, Midland League v. Warwickshire, Away.
17 Jan, Stanley Trophy Round 4, Glenfield. 18 Jan, Pairs
League Round 1, Rothley. 31 Jan, Josephs Bowl Round 2,
Blaby. 31 Jan, Butterworth Langley Trophy Round 1, Blaby. 14
Feb, Stanley Trophy Round 5, Glenfield. 14 Feb, Wilde Cup
Non-expert Teams, County BC. 15 Feb, Pairs League Round 2,
Rothley. 18 Feb, Midland League v Worcestershire,
Greenfields. 28 Feb, Josephs Bowl Round 3, Blaby. 28 Feb,
Butterworth Langley Trophy Round 2, Blaby.

London
www.metrobridge.co.uk
MANY congratulations to Gold Cup winners
Andrew Black, Gunnar Hallberg and Phil King,
and to Crockfords winner Anita Sinclair and
runner-up Ingar Hansen.
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Well done to all who did well at the Eastbourne Summer
Congress. Andrew Robson won the Harold Poster Pairs the
first weekend and London dominated the Swiss Teams
leaderboard. Marion Robertson, Kieran Dyke, Mike and
Sarah Bell won the Four Stars A final, Andrew Black, Phil
King and Gunnar Hallberg were second and Shahzaad Natt,
Stefano Tommasini and Kiril Delev were third. In the B final,
Peter Taylor was second and Toby Nonnenmacher third. Gad
Chadha and Debbie Sandford won the Brighton Bowl.
In the other events, Martin Baker won the Sunday Open
Pairs with Gordon Rainsford second; Claire Robinson &
Rowena Clow were second in the Monday Open Pairs; Anne
Catchpole was third in the GCH Fox Pairs; Lorne Anderson
won the Senior Pairs B final; the Friday PAB teams was won
by Mike & Sarah Bell with Andrew Black, Phil King and
Gunnar Hallberg second; Gitte Hecht-Johansen & Terry
Hewett were second in the Friday speedball and also the
Saturday teams speedball along with Szczepan Smoczynski; In
the Friday Open Pairs Martin Baker was second and Chantal
Girardin third.
In Guernsey the Pre-Congress Pairs was won by Gordon
Rainsford & Lorne Anderson, who were also third in the Swiss
Pairs, Angus Simpson was second in the Men’s Pairs and also
second in the Multiple Teams along with Tim Gauld.
The Brook Green Café Bridge event was won by Gilly
Arber & Elinor Malcolm, with Lorna Heaton & Jane BrydonBrown second and Janet Lassler & Soheila Munro third. The
Mixed Pairs Championship was won by the young pair of
Qian Li & Tony Ye (pictured), with Brigid Battiscombe &
Victor Silverstone second and Chris Duckworth & Brian
Callaghan third.

final of the Hubert Phillips – the EBU’S Mixed Pivot Teams
Championship. He then went on to win the EBU Summer
Congress Four Star Teams, amongst other events, at
Eastbourne!
Guernsey Overseas Congress
In the Seniors pairs Joy & Irving Blakey won with Rhona &
Bernard Goldenfield third. The Goldenfields and the
Blakeys won the multiple teams and the seniors teams and
were second in the Swiss teams on the final weekend.
Northern Counties Bridge League
Congratulations to Manchester on making it eleven wins
out of twelve in the A Division of the Northern Counties
Bridge league.
Diary dates: 17 Dec, Santa Claus Pairs, Manchester Bridge
Club. 1-7 Jan, Manchester County Congress, Victoria &
Albert Hotel, Water St, Manchester, M3 4JQ; entries to Jeff
Smith, e-mail jasmith@nildram.co.uk or 0161-702-3773.

Merseyside/Cheshire
www.mcba.org.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to Liz Commins &
David Stevenson who were one half of the
team that won the teams event at the West of
England Congress. David and Liz were also
members of the team that finished 3rd in the Guernsey
Congress.
In the Welsh Foursomes held in mid-September, Barry
Jones, Paddy Murphy and Bob Pitts were members of the
team that finished third.
The opening event of this season’s Merseyside League was
a multiple teams event which was won by Peter Broster, Stuart
Matthews, Bob Pitts and Alan Stephenson.
Diary dates: 27-28 Jan, Chester Congress, Deva BC. 4 Feb,
County Trials. 25 Feb, Deva BC Jean Keen trophy (Women’s
Teams), Deva BC. 4 Mar, Eric Howarth trophy (Open Swiss
teams), Deva BC.

Norfolk
www.bridgewebs.com/norfolk/
London’s Mixed Pairs Championship
winners – Tony Ye & Qian Li

Diary dates: 24-25 Feb, The Lederer Memorial Trophy, RAC
in Pall Mall. Entry is free to spectators for whom this is a
marvellous opportunity to watch world-class players and
stars of the game in action. 4 Feb, London Championship
Teams of Four qualifier for the Ian Gardiner Trophy, 11.30am,
YCBC. 11 Mar, London Championship Pairs, 11.30am, YCBC.
All enquiries and entries to lmbaentries@gmail.com.

Manchester
www.manchesterbridge.org.uk
World Championships Lyon – Well done to
Catherine Draper on her silver medal in the
World Championship Ladies Teams.
Great Northern Swiss Pairs
John Holland in partnership with Clive Owen of the North
East won this National event held early October.
Hubert Phillips and EBU Summer Congress Teams
Michael Byrne (playing with Ollie Burgess, Fiona Brown &
Hugh McGann) continued his run of winning national
events this year with victory against Jeff Smith’s team in the
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CONGRATULATIONS to Norfolk pairs playing in
the British Autumn Simultaneous Pairs: Gabriel
Ip & Giles Ip came first in the country and
Nawal Fenwick & John Harrison came second.
Norfolk's team captain, Bogdan Drobny, had
a very successful weekend at the Derbyshire Green Point
weekend. Playing with Roman Gembicki they won the
Saturday Swiss Pairs and the Sunday teams event.
At a local County event, the EDP/John Harrison Trophy
was won by Peter Clemens & Brian Barratt; Eileen Townsend
& Peter Pennington Smith came second; and Bridget
Starkings & James Tullett came third.
Diary dates: 9-11 Mar, Norfolk Congress, Wensum Valley
Hotel, Norwich. The entry form is available on the NCBA
website.

North East
www.neba.co.uk
LONG journeys proved rewarding for NEBA
members during September. Margaret Andrew
(Morpeth and Castle Morpeth BCs) playing with
her mother Mary won the Women’s Pairs at the
Guernsey Congress in mid-September. Clive and Christopher
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Owen (Darlington) playing with team mates from Glasgow
won the Cumbria and Westmorland Congress Teams event
held in Kendal in September. The following week, Clive
playing with John Holland won the Great Northern Swiss
Pairs in Leeds by the clear margin of 15 VPs.
The winners of the excellent Swiss Pairs held at Durham
in early September were Steve & Georgia Ray, ahead of John
Portwood & Wojtek Zakrzewski, with Jill Hancock & Renee
McMahon coming third.
In a close finish in the Senior Pairs Trophy held at Whitley
Bay in mid-September Elaine Purvis & David Brickland won.
Second place was taken by Frank Springett & Brenda Osborne
just ahead of Jo Lomor & Peter Marshall.
The King Cup (Ladies’ Pairs) held at Chester-le-Street in
early October was won by Pat Barton & Catherine Longley.
Beverly Godfrey & Val Gibson came second with third place
going to Ann Squires & Barbara Taylor.
A very well supported and enjoyable Kathy Pike Charity
event was held in August and raised in excess of £800 for
Cancer Research. In a high scoring close finish, winners were
Peter Avery & Guy Herzmark, second Susan Green & Gill
Gold and Liz Muir & Don Reid came third. The newcomers’
prize went to Mary Oldfield & Kathleen Scott who were 10th
overall).

Nottinghamshire
www.bridgewebs.com/nottinghamshire
COUNTY matches have started for 2017-18. Our
first match against Oxfordshire resulted in the
Nottinghamshire 1st team winning 12-8; the
2nd and 3rd teams lost 0-20 and
5-15
respectively.
Against Derbyshire in early October, the results were 9-11,
11-9; and 1-19.
Since September the county Winter Pairs competition has
resumed on the second Wednesday of each month. Everyone
is welcome to this event run over the course of the winter and
scored on Butler Imps. The best set of scores are taken into
account so you don’t have to attend every month. Come and
give it a try – 7pm Nottingham Bridge Club.
In the Derbyshire Green point events Ankush Khandelwal
almost achieved a hat trick of pairs victories coming second
with Willie Crook. He also won the teams with Willie,
Graham Kirby & Steve Raine.
Congratulations to Hannah Tuus who came second in the
U26 championship at Eastbourne, and to Peter & Margaret
Savage who came 3rd in the Championship Pairs at the West
of England Congress.
Steve Fordham & Toni Smith won the 8th
Nottinghamshire Café Bridge event in mid-October held in
Newark. The next event will return to Nottingham City

Jean McKee and Anne-Marie Campbell, two of the 2017
Autumn Café Bridge event organisers in one of the venues: the
famous floating pub in Newark
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Centre in April and as usual is expected to be a sell out, so
keep a look out for when the event goes live and get your
tickets quickly!
The NCBA Committee held its first Club's Conference on
mid-November. See the website for details.

Oxfordshire
www.oxfordshirebridge.co.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to Carol Benzie &
Aleksandar Lishkov on achieving joint 1st place in
the Swiss Teams and 2nd place in the Swiss Pairs at
the Cornwall Congress.
Sandra Nicholson & Krys Kazmierczak were
2nd in the Swiss Pairs at the Gloucestershire & Herefordshire
Congress and 4th in the Pairs Championship at the Felixstowe
Congress.
At the EBU Eastbourne Summer Congress, Henry Rose
came 2nd in the one day Swiss Pairs. Jean Squires came 2nd at
the EBU Guernsey Congress.
The first Oxford Festival of Bridge was held in September.
Winners of the Monday Expert Pairs were Dr Zak & Angela
Buckley. The Tuesday Pairs was won by Dorothy &
Christopher Close who also won the North/South Thursday
Pairs. East/West winners were Judith & Allan Sanis.
Wednesday Evening was won by Richard Jephcott & Richard
Wharton North/South and Kate Maxwell & Lesley Harrison
East/West. Richard Wharton & Richard Jephcott came 1st in
the Café Bridge.
Diary dates: 3 Dec, Swiss Pairs Championship; 28 Jan, OBA
County Pairs Semi-final.

Somerset
www.bridgewebs.com/somerset
A BUSY time for Somerset bridge over the last few
months with the highlight being the West of
England Congress held at the refurbished Winter
Gardens, Weston Super Mare in late September.
Somerset players were very successful with Ceri
Pierce & Eric Cummings winning the Championship Pairs
and Tony Hall & Michael Smith came second.
Other successes were Barbara Biggin & Anne Skinner who
came equal second in the Ladies Pairs, Mike Powell & Russell
Day and Tom Gibbard & John Cockram who were equal 4th
in the Mens Pairs, and Donne Hoong & Pip Duncan who
were second in the Mixed Pairs.
In the Swiss events, Gillian Toogood & Anne Skinner were
8th out of a field of 160 pairs, and a team of John Cockram,
Tom Gibbard, Ken Bawdon and Michael Whittaker came 10th
out of 84 teams.
The SCBA Committee would like to thank all the people
who helped behind the scenes with the Congress event.
The county Mixed Pairs event played in early September
was won by Alan & Jette Bailey, with Colin Juneman &
Caroline Mcpherson coming a close second. The Paul Jones
competition was won by a team of Ceri Pierce, Eric
Cummings, Jette and Alan Bailey.
In the Western league Teams A & B won their matches
against East Wales
Diary dates: SCBA is pleased to be hosting another Andrew
Robson seminar at the Webbington Hotel on 6th December
2017. Full details of the event can be found on the SCBA
website. At the time of going to press, some tickets are still
available, but very limited.
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Staffs and Shrops
www.staffsandshrops.org.uk
AT the AGM Linda Curtis resigned as chairman
after three years in the role. Highlights from her
tenure include her commitment to promoting
county events and competitions not just at
premier level but for all players at all skill levels. Linda has
been involved with the successful promotion of bridge into
Adams Grammar School which continues with lunchtime
and after-school sessions. She has preserved a fully established
committee with new replacements where vacancies have
arisen. She leaves her role with 12 affiliated clubs, two county
league divisions and a very healthy bank balance.
Following the AGM the Phoenix Trophy Competition was
played and won by Judy Mitchell and James Vickers pictured
below.
Congratulations to Sue Maxwell & Mike Lucas who won
the Morris Hall Trophy at Shrewsbury BC in early October.
A very well attended TD Training has been run by James
Vickers at Eccleshall Bridge Club, one of the first of the new
style three session courses.
Wolverhampton BC has introduced a new continuous
monthly pairs competition run over five months, September
to January, that has appealed to players of all abilities.
Diary dates: 29 Jan, County SIM pairs, various clubs. 22 Feb,
No Fear Pairs, Wolverhampton Bridge Club, 4 Mar,
Shrewsbury Swiss Pairs (blue-pointed). 28-29 April,
Shropshire Congress, Telford. Contact Judy Mitchell.

Open Pairs
1st, John Bloomfield & Richard Evans; 2nd, Karen Pryor &
Malcolm Pryor; 3rd, Tony Baker & Viv Mason
Really Easy Pairs (Sunday)
1st, Tony Trathen & Sheila Gibson; 2nd, Mary Deeks &
Dennis Deeks; 3rd, Jean Gaffer & Jan Turner
Suffolk Men's and Ladies' Pairs
Bim Wilson & Trissa Orange won the Ladies' Pairs by the
narrowest of margins from the title holders, Jane Moore &
Elizabeth Tora, while Andrew Moore & David Price won
the Men's Pairs by a distance.
Ladies' Pairs
1st, Bim Wilson & Trissa Orange, 2nd, Jane Moore &
Elizabeth Tora; 3rd, Helen Mason & Joan Watson.
Men's Pairs
1st, Andrew Moore & David Price; Ralph Parish & Paul
Whetton; 3rd, Paul Flavell & Conor Bignell.
Suffolk Championship Teams Final
In the delayed final of the Suffolk Championship Teams
Hanley (Rick Hanley, Chris Chambers, Peter Gemmell,
Graham Beeton, Andre Gray) retained their title with a
victory over Sherer (Michael Sherer, Eric Newman, Din
Gudka, Cathy Rowland, David Morran, Julian Lang).
Eastbourne Winners
Suffolk's Malcolm & Karen Pryor enjoyed success at the
EBU Summer Meeting in Eastbourne, winning the 'B' final
of the Four Stars.
Diary dates: 11 Jan, Championship Open Heat, 7pm,
Kesgrave. 21 Jan, Mid-Anglia Pairs, 11am, Woodbridge. 16
Feb, Championship Pairs semi-final, 7pm, Elmswell. 25 Feb,
Jyl Marsh Individual, 2pm, Framlingham. 4 Mar, Club Teams
of Four & Really Easy Pairs, 2pm, Elmswell. 8 Apr,
Championship Pairs Final, 2pm, Nayland Village.

Warwickshire
www.warwickshirebridge.co.uk

AGM Phoenix Trophy Competition winners
Judy Mitchell and James Vickers

MANY congratulations to Martin Jones on
reaching the Gold Cup final for the 5th time.
Although his team was beaten this time, he has
won this most prestigious event twice

Wiltshire
Suffolk
www.suffolkbridge.co.uk
Felixstowe Congress
Suffolk enjoyed another successful congress held in
early October, with more people taking part over
the two days than last year. Against the run of recent years,
Suffolk players dominated the teams, taking first, second,
fourth and half of fifth:
Swiss Teams
1st, David Willson, Simon Riley, Eric Newman, Diane
Whitley; 2nd Chris Green, Robert Green, Christopher
Chambers, Peter Gemmell; 3rd, Paula Leslie, Catherine
Curtis, Ingar Hansen, Paul Fegarty.
Championship Pairs
1st, Graham Beeton & Ray Clarke; 2nd, Michael Bradley &
Roger Timmins; 3rd Catherine Curtis & Paul Fegarty.
Consolation Pairs
1st, Rod Oakford & Simon Barb; 2nd, Bim Wilson & Sam
Wilson; 3rd, Roger Tattersfield & Jill Tattersfield.
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www.wcba.co.uk
THE opening event of our season in early
October was a huge success. Congratulations
to the Open Pairs winners Roger Karn &
James Dunlop, with a big well done to the runners up John
Hadfield & Peter Brunskill and third placed Pete Webb &
Anne Rogan.
Our three teams leagues continue apace with some close
fought matches and testing bridge being played.

Worcestershire
www.bridgewebs.com/worcestershire
BY the time you read this, the Malvern Congress
will have come and gone for another year. We
already know that the congress will have been a
success because both the main and No Fear
sections were virtually full before the closing date
for entries.
Both Bromsgrove and Worcester Bridge Clubs ran
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successful Café Bridge events at the end of summer. The
Worcester event was in aid of Acorns Hospice and Mike Vetch,
Chair of Worcester Bridge Club, was interviewed in Worcester
by Elliott Webb of BBC Hereford and Worcester. That
interview can be seen here https://tinyurl.com/y74mrwc7
Bromsgrove BC ran their Café Bridge event in three cafés
in Barnt Green and collected over £750 for the Midlands Air
Ambulance Charity. Seen below in The Tea Shop are (from
left) Sheila Short, Jean Bromley, Chris Fallon and Barbara
Griffiths.
Diary dates: County events open to all county members
include the Christmas Charity Swiss Teams on 18 December
and the Mixed Pairs Championship on 22 January.

Successful café bridge events in Worcestershire

Yorkshire
www.ycba.co.uk/
CONGRATULATIONS to Fiona Brown and
Sandra Penfold who won silver medals with the
England women’s team in the Venice Cup world
championship event.
Gerard Faulkner Salver and Silver Plate
Richard Edwards’ team (Robert Ross, Bill Townsend, Tony
McNiff, Dave Robinson & Robin Jepson) has reached the
final of the Gerard Falkner Salver (seniors knockout). Bill
& Tony, with team-mates Sarah Teshome & Richard
Winter, have also reached the semi-final of the Silver Plate.
Northern Midweek Congress
Swiss Teams: Yorkshire players Pearl Murphy, Nichola
Cockerill-Smith, Beverley Godfrey, Stuart Davies, George
Bak, Gill Copeland and Steve Blackburn were in the teams

finishing equal second.
Northern Bridge League
In the first division, Yorkshire A1 were third and the A2
team were fourth. In the B division the county finished
fourth and the C division was won by Yorkshire SE for the
fourth year in a row; Yorkshire NW were third.
Tollemache Cup
The Tollemache team is Dave Robinson, Daniel Winter,
Sandra Penfold, Brian Senior, David Waxman, Dominic
Rayner, Alan Hayward, Tom Copeland, Stuart Davies,
George Bak, and npc Graham Jepson.
EBU Guernsey Congress and Overseas (Halkidiki) Congress
In the EBU Guernsey congress, Janet & Ted Latham and
Agnes & Peter Baxter won the Pivot Teams; Ted & Peter
also won the Men’s Pairs. In the Halkidiki Congress, Gill
Woodcock & Julia Staniforth won the Pre-congress Pairs;
Sandy Davies & Tom Gisborne were members of the
winning quartets in the Swiss Teams and Pivot Teams; and
Roy Garthwaite and Ted Latham won the Men’s Pairs.
Huddersfield Rose Bowl
1st, Pearl & Denis Murphy, Val & Julian Gibson; 2nd,
Richard Pike, Peter Waterman, Dominic Rayner &
Nicholas Dean.
Garforth Swiss Teams
1st, Judith Biles, Sue Pell, Carole Kelly & Geoff Kenyon;
2nd, Pauline Cooper, Richard Hilton, Richard Pike & Peter
Waterman.
Kath Grimoldby Simultaneous Pairs
1st, Carol Heron & Ian Johnson (Garforth); 2nd, Stuart
Barrett & Kevin Hawkins (Huddersfield); 3rd, Roy
Garthwaite & Heather Hobson (Huddersfield); 4th,
Stephen Cordingley & Andrew Hardy (Halifax); 5th, Fiona
Brown & Mike Levi (Leeds).
Great Northern Swiss Pairs
Alan Brosgill & Robin Jepson were second and Bazil Caygill
& Matthew Kiggins were fifth. The Improvers Pairs event
was won by Joan & Brian Eager.
Diary dates: 14 Jan, Yorkshire Pairs (Bradford); 4 Feb,
Doncaster Swiss Pairs. You can find all the latest results, news,
details of upcoming events and much more on the YCBA
website: http://www.ycba.co.uk.

THE DAMNEDEST DUMMY EVER SEEN
I must bid or we’re in trouble.

And when he puts the dummy down,

Relying on my partner’s strength,

My sunny smile turns to a frown.

I bid my spades, based on their length.

No ace, no jack, no king, no queen...
The damnedest dummy ever seen.

He bids to two. I go to three.
The contract looks a cert to me.

There’s not a single trump in sight.

But oh, how quickly dreams can fade.

My friend, you’re walking home tonight.

He hasn’t got a single spade.
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Alan Blunden, Lowewood Bridge Club
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